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Attachment 1: Project Lifecycle Phases and Gates 1 


 2 


Once a project has been identified through the asset management and investment planning 3 


process, and approved through the business planning process, a project enters the project 4 


lifecycle. There are fives phases to the life cycle of a nuclear project: 5 


 6 


(i.) Project Initiation – The purpose of the initiation phase is to evaluate viable alternatives and 7 


identify the initial project scope, schedule, conceptual funding and applicable stakeholders 8 


for the preferred alternative, this phase is generally funded from the project OM&A budget 9 


(Ex. F2-3-1 Section 3) in order to prepare the development phase Business Case Summary 10 


(“BCS”).  11 


 12 


(ii.) Project Development – The objective of the development phase is to prepare the 13 


preliminary design, schedule and cost information along with relevant project strategies 14 


and the project management plan with the ultimate objective for most projects being the 15 


development of a definition phase BCS.  Potential projects are screened and success at 16 


this phase will lead to an allocation of future funding from capital or project OM&A budget.  17 


 18 
(iii.) Project Definition – The goal of the definition phase is to further define the project and 19 


demonstrate readiness for execution, including completion of sufficient engineering to 20 


determine bulk material requirements, development of the project cost estimate and 21 


execution plan, assessment of risk and development of mitigating plans, identification of 22 


and application for any requirements for regulatory approvals, and procurement of 23 


engineered equipment. Generally, a Class 3 estimate would be prepared for the completion 24 


of the project, and a full release or partial release execution phase BCS would be 25 


developed. This estimate would form the basis to measure the performance of project 26 


execution.  27 
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(iv.) Project Execution – The execution phase includes completion of detailed engineering, 1 


procurement (if not completed in the definition phase), and detailed 2 


construction/installation planning and/or physical execution of the project and 3 


commissioning work.  4 


 5 


(v.) Project Close-out – The close-out phase is the last phase in the project life cycle and 6 


includes the administrative closeout of contracts and the project, as well as the preparation 7 


of a project close out report to document final costs and lessons learned. 8 


 9 


Following the project close-out phase, a Post Implementation Review is conducted, as 10 


applicable, to assess whether the project benefits were achieved as intended and as 11 


documented in the approved BCS;, and to capture the key lessons learned for OPG to use in 12 


improving future undertakings.  13 


 14 


As part of its project management process, OPG uses cost estimate ranges that are consistent 15 


with industry best practices as reflected in the Association for the Advancement of Cost 16 


Engineering (“AACE”) Estimate Class guidance. Estimate Class is a cost estimate 17 


classification system which defines the “quality” of the estimate based on the input information 18 


used and the project’s stage of development. AACE uses five estimate classes with Class 5 19 


being the least accurate, and Class 1 being the most accurate. For example, execution phase 20 


releases would generally be Class 3 and for a large pool of projects, on average, an accuracy 21 


range of -20% and +30% is expected. A summary of the Estimate Class and expected 22 


accuracy range is provided in Figure 1 below. 23 


 24 


 25 


 26 


 27 


 28 


 29 


 30 
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Figure 1 1 


AACE Estimate Class and Accuracy Range  2 


 3 
Given the amount of assessment and engineering completed at each state of a project life 4 


cycle, OPG works to ensure that project scope is appropriately defined prior to the next stage 5 


in the process. In general, a project is approved for execution when project engineering, scope 6 


definition, and planning execution are sufficiently complete. The scoping process, combined 7 


with phase-gating and the ongoing PMOC review and approval processes, enhances OPG’s 8 


ability to bring projects to completion within budget and on schedule.  9 
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1. Executive Summary 
 


Introduction 
 
1.1. Torys LLP (“Torys”), legal counsel to Ontario Power Generation (“OPG”), on behalf of OPG, has 


engaged KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) to conduct an independent audit of OPG's nuclear Projects & 
Modifications organization ("P&M"), as directed by the Ontario Energy Board (the “OEB” or the 
“Regulator”) (the “Audit”).   
 


1.2. Specifically, the OEB has directed OPG to:   
 


“…file an independent audit of its nuclear P&M organization including adherence to 
best practices, measures and reporting regarding cost and schedule performance, 
and implementation of lessons learned.” 1  


 
1.3. KPMG has prepared this report on P&M’s project controls as they relate to measures and 


reporting regarding cost and schedule performance, the implementation of lessons learned, and 
associated processes and procedures in comparison to our view of general and best practices.   
 


1.4. Although the OEB requires OPG to file an independent Audit of its nuclear P&M organization, we 
understand that the OEB directive does not specifically set out the Audit requirements, such as 
the Audit methodology; the sampling of projects, if any; and what the OEB considers to be best 
practices. As a result, for the purpose of this Audit, we have developed our own Audit methodology 
designed to specifically address the OEB’s directive, based on our experience as subject matter 
experts.2   


 
1.5. We understand that this Audit Report (“Report”) may be filed with the OEB in connection with 


OPG’s next cost-based application.   
  
Objectives and Scope 
 
1.6. The overall objective of this Audit is to assess the adequacy of P&M’s project controls, including 


associated processes and procedures implemented in January 2018, as they relate to measures 
and reporting regarding cost and schedule performance, the implementation of lessons learned, 
and associated processes and procedures in comparison to our view of general and best 
practices. We have identified the following three Audit objectives to address the OEB’s directive:  
 


 
1 This directive was included in OEB’s Decision and Order (EB-2016-0152) on OPG’s Application for Payment 
Amounts for the period January 1, 2017 to December 21, 2021.    
2 See Appendix A for the CVs of the team members.   
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Objective 1 - Procedures: To assess the alignment of P&M’s project management procedures 
to industry recommended practices;3 
 
Objective 2 - Implementation: To assess the implementation of P&M’s project management 
procedures on a representative sample of projects; and  
 
Objective 3 - Effectiveness: To assess the effectiveness of P&M’s project management function 
with respect to its projects, including any mitigating controls in place, if any, on a representative 
sample of projects.   
 


1.7. Collectively we refer to these three objectives as the “Audit Objectives” in this Report. 
 


1.8. The scope of the Audit does not include the following:    
 


a) Engineering assessments of the projects (i.e. Was the selected design the best option?); 
 


b) Recommendations and root cause analysis for the observations and findings identified (e.g. 
why the project was delayed and/or over budget); and 
 


c) Waste management projects.  
 


Overview of the Audit Methodology 
 
1.9. The following is a brief summary of the Audit methodology that we developed and used to conduct 


this Audit:   
 
a) Defined the Audit framework, which includes 11 project management areas4 (the “Audit 


Framework”);  
 


b) Developed the rating criteria to address the Audit Objectives;  
 


c) Selected a representative sample of projects (10 projects sampled – representing over 25% 
of P&M’s portfolio of project value);  


 
d) Obtained and reviewed P&M’s project management procedures applicable to the Audit 


Framework, in order to assess their alignment with industry recommended practices (i.e. 
Objective 1 – Procedures);  
 


 
3 As discussed in further detail in Section 2 of this Report, it is our view that “best practices” (or 
leading/recommended practices) are determined in reference to industry recommended practices. 
4 Refer to Table 2 for the 11 project management areas 
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e) Obtained and reviewed project-specific documents to assess the implementation of P&M’s 
procedures in relation to the areas identified in the Audit Framework (i.e. Objective 2 – 
Implementation);  


 
f) Obtained and reviewed project-specific documents to assess P&M’s project management 


effectiveness in relation to the areas identified in the Audit Framework (i.e. Objective 3 – 
Effectiveness); and 


 
g) Conducted interview sessions with the project management teams for the projects sampled 


to further understand the processes implemented and the projects’ status and to identify any 
mitigating controls of P&M’s project management (i.e. Objective 3 – Effectiveness). 


 
1.10. See Section 2 of this Report for further details pertaining to our Audit methodology.  
 
Summary Audit Results 
 
1.11. Based on our Audit methodology and subject to the restrictions and qualifications noted herein, 


our Audit results are set out in Appendix B and summarized in Table 1. 
 


Table 1  
Summary of Audit Results  


 


   
 


No. Areas within the Audit Framework Objective 1 – 
Procedures


Objective 2 – 
Implementation


Objective 3 – 
Effectiveness


1 Governance Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


2 Scope management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


3 Cost and estimating management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


4 Schedule management  Aligned Partially Implemented Effective


5 Change management  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


6 Contract management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


7 Procurement management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


8 Quality management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


9 Risk management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


10 Reporting Fully aligned Implemented Effective


11 Lessons learned  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


Results
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1.12. The rating criteria is defined in Table 3, 4 and 5 in Section 2 of this Report.  


 
1.13. We note the following relevant points from Table 1:  
 


a) Objective 1 – Procedures 
 


The objective is to assess the alignment of P&M’s project management procedures to industry 
recommended practices.  


 
• In 8 of the 11 areas, P&M procedures are fully aligned with industry recommended practices, 


in all material respects;  
 


• In 3 of the 11 areas, P&M procedures are aligned with industry recommended practices, but 
there are some observations for management’s consideration; and  


 
• Considered overall, we found P&M’s procedures to be within industry recommended practice.   


 
b) Objective 2 – Implementation 


 
The objective is to assess the implementation of P&M’s project management procedures (as 
identified in Objective 1) using a representative sample of projects.  
 
• In 9 of the 11 areas, P&M has fully implemented its procedures based on the projects we 


have sampled, in all material respects;  
 


• In 1 of the 11 areas, P&M has implemented its procedures based on the projects we have 
sampled, but there are some observations for management’s consideration;   


 
• In 1 of the 11 areas, P&M has partially implemented its procedures based on the projects 


we have sampled, and we have identified some opportunities for improvement;  
 


• Considered overall, we found P&M’s procedures implementation to be within industry 
recommended practice.   


 
c) Objective 3 – Effectiveness 


 
The objective is to assess the effectiveness of P&M’s project management function with respect to 
its projects, including the identification of any mitigating controls on a representative sample of 
projects.  
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• In all 11 areas, based on the projects sampled, P&M effectively managed the projects in all 
material respects. 


• Considered overall, we found P&M’s project function effectiveness to be within industry 
recommended practice.  
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2. Methodology  
 
2.1. This section discusses the Audit methodology, as follows:   
 


a) Establishing the Audit Framework;  
 


b) Developing the rating criteria to address the Audit Objectives;  
 


c) Selecting a representative sample of projects; 
 


d) Obtaining and reviewing P&M’s project management procedures applicable to the Audit 
Framework;  
 


e) Obtaining and reviewing project-specific documents to assess the implementation of P&M’s 
procedures; and 


 
f) Obtaining and reviewing project-specific documents and conducting interview sessions with 


P&M’s project management teams to assess the effectiveness of P&M’s project management 
function. 


 
a) The Audit Framework 
 
2.2. It is our view that “best practices”, as referred in OEB’s directive, are determined in reference to 


industry recommended practices. For purposes of this Audit, we have considered the following as 
the overarching industry recommended practices to make this assessment and have selected the 
relevant elements from the following:   
 
a) The Project Management Body of Knowledge, the Sixth Edition (“PMBOK”) from the Project 


Management Institute (“PMI”), dated 2017 (current edition); and  
 


b) Recommended practices from the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering 
(“AACE”), multiple dates.   


 
2.3. Where the PMI and AACE are silent on a specific element, or provide little detail on a specific 


element, or where we believe additional depth was required for this Audit, we supplemented the 
PMI and AACE with elements from additional resources including:   
 
a) KPMG’s Capital Project Risk Framework; and 


 
b) Subject matter expertise of the members of the Audit team.  
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2.4. For purpose of this Audit, the foregoing (in 2.2 and 2.3) is the basis for the standard “industry 
recommended practices” as used in this Report.   
 


2.5. In addition to our comments noted above, we have also considered the interdependencies of the 
project management areas by examining certain specific areas that were identified in OEB’s 
directive, in order to have a complete view of P&M’s project management function.   


 
2.6. As a result of our consideration of the items noted above, we have identified 11 areas that form 


the Audit Framework, as summarized in Table 2. 
 


Table 2  
The 11 Areas within the Audit Framework 


 


 


No. Area Brief description of the Objective of the Area


1 Governance Lifecycle of the projects and the stage-gate process.


2 Scope management Scope management plan and its definition, controlling and validation 
processes.


3 Cost and estimating management Cost management plan and its estimating and controlling processes. 


4 Schedule management Schedule management plan and its development (including activity 
definition, relationship and duration) and controlling processes.


5 Change management Change management plan and its identification, review, approval and 
implementation processes.


6 Contract management Contract management plan and its award, administration and closure 
processes. 


7 Procurement management Assess how the procurement is conducted and controlled.


8 Quality management Quality management plan and its management and controlling.


9 Risk management
Risk management plan and its identification, assessment and 
monitoring processes, and how the response is planned and 
implemented. 


10 Reporting Reporting structure including the information and intended audience of 
the reports. 


11 Lessons learned Lessons learned plan and its collection, storage, and implementation 
processes. 
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2.7. In our view, these 11 areas are fundamental to assessing the Audit Objectives that address the 
OEB’s directive. 


 
b) Rating criteria to address the Audit Objectives  
 
Objective 1 – Procedures: 
 
2.8. In order to address Audit Objective 1 - Procedures, we have developed a four-point rating scale 


to assess the alignment of P&M’s project management procedures against industry 
recommended practices, as illustrated in Table 3 below.   


 
Table 3 


Objective 1 – Procedures - Rating Criteria 
 


 
 
2.9. For the criteria described in Table 3, “observations” are opportunities for improvement. “Findings” 


are opportunities for improvement or areas of non-compliance which may carry material risk to 
the project.   


 
Objective 2 – Implementation: 
 
2.10. In order to address Audit Objective 2 - Implementation, we developed a four-point rating scale to 


assess the alignment of P&M’s implementation of its project management procedures (i.e. 
identified in Objective 1 – Procedures above), as illustrated in Table 4 below. 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Procedures 
rating Rating description


Fully aligned P&M’s procedures fully align with the industry recommended practice.


Aligned P&M’s procedures align with industry recommended practice. There are 
some observations for management’s consideration.  


Partially aligned


P&M’s procedures partially align with the industry recommended practice. 
The processes are not included and/or misaligned in the procedure 
(findings), which could lead to a low to moderate-level risk impact on the 
project results and how the information is reported.


Not aligned
P&M’s procedures are not aligned with industry recommended practice 
(findings). This could lead to a high-level risk impact on the project results 
and how the information is reported.
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Table 4 
Objective 2 – Implementation - Rating Criteria 


 


 
 
2.11. For the criteria described in Table 4, “observations” are opportunities for improvement. “Findings” 


are opportunities for improvement or areas of non-compliance which may carry material risk to 
the project. 


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness: 
 
2.12. In order to address the Audit Objective 3 - Effectiveness, we have developed a three-point rating 


scale to assess P&M’s project management function effectiveness on its project, as illustrated in 
Table 5 below. 


 
Table 5 


Objective 3 – Effectiveness - Rating Criteria 
 


 
 


Implementation 
rating Rating description 


Fully implemented P&M has fully implemented its procedures.


Implemented P&M has implemented its procedures. There are some observations for 
management’s consideration. 


Partially 
implemented


P&M has implemented parts of its procedures or only on certain projects. 
The parts that are not implemented (findings) could lead to a low to 
moderate-level risk on the project results and how the information is 
reported.


Not implemented
P&M did not implement its procedures. Not implementing the procedures 
(findings) could lead to a high-level risk impact on the project results and 
how the information is reported.


Effectiveness 
rating Rating description 


Effective The project management area is effectively managed. Documentation and 
results demonstrate that the area is effectively managed.


Effective with 
opportunities for 
improvement


The project management area is effectively managed. Some opportunities 
for improvement were identified (findings) which could lead to a low to 
moderate-level risk on the project results and how the information is 
reported.


Not effective 


The project management area is not effectively managed. Documentation 
and results show that the area is not adequately managed (findings), and 
this could lead to a high-level risk impact on the project results and how 
the information is reported.  
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2.13. For the criteria described in Table 5, “findings” are opportunities for improvements or areas of 
non-compliances which may carry material risk to the project.  


 
c) Selection of representative sample of projects 
 
2.14. As mentioned above, the overall objective of the Audit is to assess the adequacy of P&M’s project 


controls, including associated processes and procedures.   
 


2.15. In order to conduct this assessment, we have used a non-statistical sampling method to select a 
sample of P&M’s projects to test Audit Objectives 2 and 3, and to provide us with sufficient 
examples regarding P&M’s project controls.  


 
2.16.  We selected the projects based on a list provided by P&M representing its whole portfolio of 


projects as of April 2019.5  
 


2.17. We selected the sampled projects based on the P&M’s list using the following criteria:  
 


a) The samples selected should collectively account for a minimum of 25% of the total portfolio 
dollar value of the P&M projects. The actual samples selected collectively accounted for 
approximately 27% of the total portfolio dollar value of the P&M projects, as summarized in 
Table 6 below.  
 


b) The samples selected should collectively account for a minimum 25% of the spending 
forecast for 2019, since this Audit is to include active projects. The actual samples selected 
collectively represented 33% of the spending forecast for 2019, as summarized in Table 6 
below. 


 
c) The samples selected should proportionally align with the number of projects P&M manages 


at the Darlington and Pickering stations (P&M only manages projects at these two stations). 
 


d) Ideally, the samples should collectively cover projects in all phases of a project’s lifecycle, in 
order to provide insight into performance by stage. Put differently, at least one project in each 
project phase, if possible.  


 
e) All of the samples selected should have exposure to the new governance procedures 


implemented by P&M in January of 2018.   
 
2.18. As a result of our review of P&M’s projects and consideration of the items noted above, we 


selected 10 projects as noted in Table 6 below: 
 


 
5 The criteria used to select the projects selection is discussed below. 
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Table 6 
Sample Projects Selected 


 
 
2.19. These 10 projects collectively represent approximately 27% and 33% of the total portfolio dollar 


value of the OPG projects and 2019 spending forecast, respectively.  
 


2.20. Based on KPMG’s expertise and previous experience with similar types of audits, we deem the 
selected sample as robust and representative of P&M’s whole portfolio.  


 
d) Obtained and reviewed P&M’s project management procedures applicable to the Audit 


Framework 
 
2.21. As mentioned above, one of the Audit Objectives is to assess the alignment of P&M’s project 


management procedures against industry recommended practices (i.e. Objective 1 – 
Procedures). 
 


2.22. In conducting our assessment, we obtained the procedures P&M uses to manage each of their 
projects for each of the 11 areas within the Audit Framework, as summarized in Table 7 below.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Index Project # Project title Station
1 83296 DN Main Output Transformer & Unit Service Transformer Replacement Darlington
2 80126 DN Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement Darlington
3 83298 DN Secondary System Obsolete Control Darlington 
4 31710 DN Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Darlington
5 73566 DN RS PHT Pump Motor Replacement Darlington
6 31412 DN Class II UPS Replacement Darlington
7 80022 DN OH180 Aging Management Hardware Installation Darlington
8 49158 PB Fukushima Phase 1 Beyond Design Basis Event Emergency Mitigation Equipment Pickering
9 31535 DN Water Treatment Plant Darlington
10 83072 PN P58 Buried Blowdown Piping Replacement Pickering
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Table 7  
P&M Project Management Procedures 


 


 
 
2.23. We compared each of the P&M procedures with industry recommended practices and we rated 


P&M’s procedures based on the rating criteria that we set out above in Table 3. This phase of the 
Audit took place between July and August 2019, prior to conducting the implementation and 
effectiveness assessments.  


 
e) Obtained and reviewed project-specific documents to assess the implementation of P&M 


procedures 
 
2.24. As mentioned above, one of the Audit Objectives is to assess the implementation of P&M’s project 


management procedures (i.e. those procedures identified in Objective 1 – Procedures noted 
above) with respect to its projects. 


 
2.25. In assessing the 10 projects, we reviewed more than 660 documents6 provided to us by P&M. 
 


 
6 See Appendix C for the total number of assessed project specific documents. 


No. Audit Framework Areas Procedures assessed


1 Governance ●  Project Management: OPG-STD-0148_R001
●  Project Phase-Gate Management: OPG-MAN-00120-0019_R000


2 Scope management ●  Nuclear Project Scope Management: N-MAN-00120-10001-SCOPE-
    R003


3 Cost and estimating management
●  Nuclear Project Cost Management: N-MAN-00120-10001-COST_R000
●  Nuclear Project Cost Estimating: N-MAN-00120-10001-EST-R003
●  Nuclear Project Cost Estimating Guide: N-GUID-00120-10130 R000


4 Schedule management


●  Nuclear Project Schedule Management: N-MAN-00120-10001-SCH_R000
●  Nuclear Project Scheduling Guide: N-GUID-00120-10131-R000
●  Nuclear Project P6 Scheduler’s User Manual: N-MAN-00120-10001-
    SCH-08-R002


5 Change management ●  Nuclear Project Change Management: N-MAN-00120-10001-CHNG_R000


6 Contract management ●  Contract Management: OPG-STD-0153_R000
7 Procurement management ●  Procurement Activities: OPG-PROC-0058_R014


8 Quality management ●  N286 Nuclear Construction Quality Assurance Program Manual: 
    N-MAN-01983-10000-R001


9 Risk management ●  Nuclear Project Risk Management: N-MAN-00120-10001-RISK-R004


10 Reporting ●  Nuclear Project Reporting: N-MAN-00120-10001_REPT_R000
11 Lessons learned ●  Sections from project management, scope and risk procedures.
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2.26. For each of the 10 projects, we reviewed the project-specific documents to assess if P&M 
implemented its procedures in its projects. Next, we rated P&M’s implementation of its procedures 
based on the rating criteria that we set out in above Table 4.  


 
f) Obtained and reviewed project-specific documents and conduct interview sessions with 


P&M’s project management teams 
 
2.27. As previously discussed, one of the Audit Objectives is to assess the effectiveness of P&M’s 


project management function on its projects, including to identify any mitigating controls that 
would allow P&M to effectively manage the project by meeting the intended objectives of the areas 
within the Audit Framework.    


 
2.28. In assessing this question, we: 
 


a) Reviewed the various project documents;  
 


b) Conducted interview sessions with the project management teams for the projects sampled 
to further understand the process implemented in the projects and to identify any mitigating 
controls. As part of the interview sessions, we requested that each project management team 
walk through the various documents produced as set out in Appendix D for the purpose of 
understanding how P&M managed those projects; and 


 
c) Rated P&M’s effectiveness based on the rating criteria that we have set out above in Table 


5.       
 
2.29. These interview sessions took place between August 14, 2019 and November 14, 2019, as 


indicated in Table 8 below.  
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Table 8 
 Audit Interview Sessions Schedule 


 


 
 


  


Date Project # Project title Station 


14-Aug-19 49158 PB Fukushima Phase 1 Beyond Design Basis Event 
Emergency Mitigation Equipment Pickering


15-Aug-19 31412 DN Class II UPS Replacement Darlington


10-Sep-19 31535 DN Water Treatment Plant Darlington


11-Sep-19 83296 DN Main Output Transformer & Unit Service 
Transformer Replacement Darlington


12-Sep-19 80022 DN OH180 Aging Management Hardware Installation Darlington


8-Oct-19 73566 DN RS PHT Pump Motor Replacement Darlington


9-Oct-19 83072 PN P58 Buried Blowdown Piping Replacement Pickering


10-Oct-19 31710 DN Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Darlington


13-Nov-19 80126 DN Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 
Replacement Darlington


14-Nov-19 83298 DN Secondary System Obsolete Control Darlington
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3. Detailed Audit Results 
 
3.1. Based on our Audit methodology and subject to the restrictions and qualifications set out herein, 


Table 9 summarizes the key results from our Audit of the 10 sampled projects listed in Table 6. 
The details of our findings are set out in Appendix B and discussed in this section of our Report.   


 
Table 9 


Summary Audit Results 
 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 


3.2. It is our view that each of the 11 areas within the Audit Framework includes various elements that 
are required for P&M’s procedures to be fully aligned with industry recommended practices in all 
material respects. We have included a detailed description of these elements in Appendix B.     


 
3.3. Considered overall, based on our methodology and the documents reviewed, we found P&M’s 


procedures to be within industry recommended practice.   
 
3.4. As noted in Table 9, Schedule Management, Change Management, and Lessons Learned are 


rated as “aligned”, with some opportunities to enhance P&M’s procedures relative to industry 
recommended practices, as discussed in further detail below.   


No. Areas within the Audit Framework Objective 1 – 
Procedures


Objective 2 – 
Implementation


Objective 3 – 
Effectiveness


1 Governance Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


2 Scope management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


3 Cost and estimating management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


4 Schedule management  Aligned Partially Implemented Effective


5 Change management  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


6 Contract management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


7 Procurement management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


8 Quality management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


9 Risk management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


10 Reporting Fully aligned Implemented Effective


11 Lessons learned  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


Results
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Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.5. Considered overall, we found P&M’s procedures implementation to be within industry 


recommended practice.  
 
3.6. Reporting was rated as “implemented,” as we have identified some observations in relation to 


P&M’s implementation of its procedures. 
 


3.7. Based on our assessment, Schedule Management was rated as being “partially implemented,” 
as some aspects of P&M’s procedures were not implemented in certain projects.   


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness  
 
3.8. Considered overall, and based on the documents reviewed and workshops, we found P&M’s 


project function effectiveness to be within industry recommended practice. 
 
3.9. Although Schedule Management was rated as ”partially implemented” in Objective 2 – 


Implementation, we found that Schedule Management was effective in this assessment, as we 
identified that mitigating controls were in place that enabled P&M to manage its schedules 
effectively, which are discussed in further detail below.   
 


3.10. The following section of our Report will discuss some of our findings as it relates to the 11 areas 
within the Audit Framework and the Audit Objectives. Details are presented in Appendix B.  


A. Governance 
 
3.11. Table 10 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the 


Governance area within the Audit Framework.  
 


Table 10 
Governance – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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3.12. Considered overall, and based on the procedures analyzed and documents reviewed, we found 
P&M’s governance procedures to be fully aligned with industry recommended practices, in all 
material respects.   


 
3.13. Specifically, we observed that P&M’s procedures incorporated the following processes that are in 


line with industry recommended practices, including: 
 


a) Stage-gate process, which contains the expected level of details; and 
 


b) The procedures correctly define the stage of the project when the baselines related to scope, 
schedule and cost should be locked down (Gate 3).  


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.14. Considered overall, we found P&M’s governance procedures to be fully implemented on all of 


the projects we have sampled, in all material respects.  
 
3.15. Specifically, we observed that P&M implemented the procedures that we noted above and those 


procedures set out in Appendix B. In particular, we noted that for all approvals required after 
January 2018 (that is, the gate process implementation date), the gate process was followed by 
P&M.  


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.16. Considered overall, we found that P&M effectively managed the governance procedures, in all 


material respects.  
 
3.17. Specifically, we noted the following:   
 


a) The project managers and their teams demonstrated a thorough understanding and 
ownership of their project baselines; status of the projects; and phase gate approval actions 
that are necessary to enable them to deliver the projects per the technical, costs and schedule 
requirements; and 


 
b) The gate process and the business case summaries (BCS) required for each of the gates 


describe and provide an adequate record of the need for and objective of the project, the 
basis of the proposed next project phase and the approval of the progression of gates. 


B. Scope Management  
 
3.18. Table 11 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Scope 


Management area within the Audit Framework.  
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Table 11 


Scope Management – Overall Audit Results 
 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.19. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s scope management procedure to be fully aligned with 


industry recommended practices, in all material respects.   
 


3.20. Specifically, we observed that P&M’s scope management procedures incorporated the processes 
that are in line with industry recommended practices, including: 
 
a) A plan on how to manage the scope throughout the lifecycle of the projects; 


 
b) The process of collecting requirements including the methods to be used; 


 
c) The scope definition activity is described including the tools, processes, desired results, 


acceptance criteria and outputs from it (e.g. statement of work documents); 
 


d) The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) development, including the integration with cost and 
schedule management;  


 
e) The scope validation with multiples methods to verify and accept the work done; and 


 
f) The monitoring and controlling of the scope. 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.21. Considered overall, we found P&M’s scope management procedures to be fully implemented, 


in all material respects. 
 


3.22. Specifically, we observed that P&M implemented the procedures that we noted above and those 
set out in Appendix B. Elements of these implemented procedures included: 


 
a) P&M applies the scope management procedure in all assessed projects;  


 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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b) The project manager is accountable and involved in the early stages of the project including 
the project charter and scope of work development;  


 
c) The project manager defines the project objectives in the project Scope of Work (SOW) and 


at least three possible alternatives are considered in the BCS to ensure the best solution is 
selected to meet the projects' objectives; 


 
d) P&M takes into account the lessons learned and operation experience reports (OPEX) from 


previous projects when defining the scope of work; 
 


e) All parameters, requirements, objectives, and success criteria are outlined in the SOW, 
project charter, or the BCS; and  


 
f) All assessed projects follow a standardized WBS structure and the work packages are broken 


down to the appropriate level. 
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.23. Considered overall, we found P&M’s scope management to be effective, in all material respects.  


 
3.24. Specifically, the observed attributes that demonstrate effectiveness within the sampled projects 


include the following: 
 


a) The scope was defined; 
 
b) All the expected stakeholders were included in the scope definition process, including 


members from the engineering team; and  
 


c) For the project with the scope defined after January 2018 (implementation of this procedure), 
no substantial scope change was identified on the assessed projects. 


C. Cost and Estimating Management  
 
3.25. Table 12 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the cost 


and estimating management area within the Audit Framework.  
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Table 12 
Cost and Estimating Management – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.26. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s cost and estimating management procedures were fully 


aligned with industry recommended practices, in all material respects.   
 
3.27. Specifically, we observed that P&M’s cost and estimating management procedures incorporated 


elements that are in line with industry recommended practices, including:  
 


a) A cost management plan, including how to estimate, budget, manage, monitor and control 
the cost; 
 


b) Estimating processes, including the requirement for a basis of estimate; 
 


c) The budgeting process and how to establish the cost baseline; and 
 


d) Cost monitoring and controlling, including the performance measures (earned value 
management). 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.28. Considered overall, we found P&M’s cost and estimating management procedures to be fully 


implemented, in all material respects.  
 


3.29. Specifically, we observed that P&M implemented the procedures that we noted above and those 
set out in Appendix B. In particular, the elements incorporated within P&M’s implementation 
include: 


 
a) P&M follows its procedure and manages the cost adequately for all assessed projects;  


 
b) The project manager and projects control team use a detailed basis of estimate, which 


includes the estimate from the vendor, the quality review checklist of the vendor’s estimates, 
and the estimates for the activities performed by P&M;  


 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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c) The basis of estimate includes labour rates, shift pattern, total hours, productivity factor, 
overhead costs, closeout and demobilization, non-long lead and long lead materials’ cost, 
and project management cost;  


 
d) The basis of estimate document also includes the assumptions, exclusions, risks and 


opportunities, the design basis and the planning basis;  
 


e) Contingency is calculated based on the risks and cost uncertainty and uses Monte Carlo 
simulation; 


 
f) P&M controls the cost through EcoSys, a cost management system which contains the 


budget, actual cost, earned value and forecast; and  
 


g) The earned value is calculated based on information extracted from the schedules.  
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.30. Considered overall, we found P&M’s cost and estimating management to be effective, in all 


material respects.  
 


3.31. Specifically, we observed elements of effectiveness in the sampled projects, including: 
 


a) P&M’s management team demonstrated good understanding of the estimating process; 
 


b) The basis of estimate included the expected information at the sufficient level of details;  
 


c) Project costs have been effectively monitored and controlled; and  
 


d) The control systems in place adequately support the management team to manage the cost. 


D. Schedule Management 
 


3.32. Table 13 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the 
Schedule Management area within the Audit Framework.  
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Table 13 
Schedule Management – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.33. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s schedule management procedures are aligned with 


industry recommended practices. We have identified an observation for management’s 
consideration.  
 


3.34. Specifically, we observed P&M’s schedule procedure incorporated elements that are in line with 
industry recommended practices, including: 


 
a) A schedule management plan, which includes the following: scheduling methodology and the 


tools to be used for the project (Primavera P6); schedule release and iteration management; 
units of measure; level of accuracy; rules of performance measurement; reporting formats 
and control thresholds; 
 


b) Activity definition process for the various levels of schedule by using the WBS as a framework 
and the rolling wave planning technique. It also presents the milestone definition criteria; 
 


c) Activity sequencing document, which includes the identification and documentation of the 
relationship between the defined project activities. The procedure presents tools like the 
precedence diagramming method, accounting for dependencies and leads and lags as 
examples to be used; 


 
d) Estimating activity duration process is outlined and establishes the responsible parties (P&M 


or contractor); and 
 


e) Schedule development is described and includes the network analysis, critical path method, 
resource optimization and schedule compression techniques. 


 
3.35. Although all of the expected requirements are present in the schedule management procedure, 


due to the complexity of its projects, P&M uses more tools and processes than what is described 
in its procedure. This observation is detailed below: 


 
 


Objective Results


Procedures Aligned


Implementation Partially implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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Observation – Schedule Management Procedure 
 
3.36. The scheduling management procedure does not include all the tools and processes being used 


by P&M. The procedure provides industry common used classical P6 directions and has some 
flexibility in the classic P6 approach, but the structure presents a more rigid approach than what 
is currently applied. The procedure does not reflect the flexibility appropriate for the multi-unit, 
multiple operational condition constraints encountered in the majority of P&M projects and it does 
not include the additional tools and processes used by P&M that make the schedule management 
effective (e.g. integration meetings with the station). 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.37. Considered overall, we found P&M’s schedule management procedure to be partially 


implemented. We observed that P&M has not implemented parts of its schedule management 
procedures on certain projects sampled, as discussed in further detail below.   
 


3.38. The majority of the processes within the procedure were implemented, including the following 
elements: 


 
a) The schedules have the required level of detail for each phase of the project; 


 
b) The WBS in the schedule aligns with the one used in the scope development and cost control; 


 
c) The schedules were resource loaded; and 


 
d) The contractors send the level 3 schedule baseline and the monthly updates to P&M. 


 
3.39. The majority of projects have complex situations dealing with multiple units and with multiple 


operational condition constraints, which requires deviation from the classical P6 model (using 
Primavera software and the Critical Path Method), which is the base for the schedule 
management procedure. The schedule management process has evolved; P&M uses its own 
schedules, the vendor schedules, and the station schedules that support daily, weekly, and 
monthly project status and actions meetings. Using these tools in conjunction, the work gets 
integrated and managed to meet project needs and milestones. 
 


3.40. The following part not implemented could lead to a low to moderate-level risk to the project results 
and how the information is reported.   
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Finding – Schedule Management Implementation  
 
3.41. Even though the procedure requires the contractor to submit a basis of schedule7 document, P&M 


did not have this document for the majority of the projects.  
 


Observations – Schedule Management Implementation 
 


3.42. There is no schedule narrative for the schedule updates. The schedule narrative highlights the 
changes from the previous updates, slippages and any information that requires attention.  
 


3.43. P&M does not keep a schedule log for its projects (list of schedule updates for the project). 
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.44. Considered overall, we found P&M’s schedule management to be effective, in all material 


respects.  
 
3.45. Although we found the schedule management procedures to be partially implemented as noted 


above, based on our review of certain documents and workshops with P&M’s management 
teams, we noted that P&M has implemented mitigating controls, such as extra meetings and 
reports, to address the processes and controls not implemented.  


 
3.46. Specifically, the observed elements of schedule management implementation include the 


following: 
 


a)  P&M developed mitigating tools (e.g. projects and station interface meetings) to manage its 
projects’ schedules due to the complexity of its projects;  
 


b) The tools being used to integrate with the station schedule provide good communications of 
issues and status;  


 
c) The schedules are used as a looking forward tool and supports the management team on the 


decision-making processes; and 
 


d) The one finding and two observations regarding Objective 2 – Implementation have been 
mitigated by these tools and the project management team’s knowledge. 


 


 
7 The basis of schedule is a document that records the basis for the development of the project schedule and 
assists the project team and stakeholders in identifying any key elements, issues and special considerations 
(assumptions, exclusions, risks/ opportunities, etc.). 
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E. Change Management 
 


3.47. Table 14 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Change 
Management area within the Audit Framework.  


 
Table 14 


Change Management – Overall Audit Results 
 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.48. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s change management procedures to be aligned with 


industry recommended practices. We identified some observations for management’s 
consideration.  


 
3.49. Specifically, P&M’s change management procedures incorporated elements that are in line with 


industry recommended practices, including: 
 


a) The process to identify the change and include the impact on scope, cost and schedule; 
 


b) Review and approval of a change request: the procedure includes the levels of authority for 
change approval including a fast-track approval process for emergencies; and 


 
c) Change implementation includes the responsible individuals and the required actions. 


 
3.50. Although the change management procedure aligns with industry recommended practices, we 


did identify one internal discrepancy when compared to the stage-gate procedure. The 
observation is detailed below. 


 
Observation – Change Management Procedure  
 
3.51. Section 1.5 of the Change Management Procedure has wording that implies the cost and 


schedule baselines are defined at Gate 1 and locked down at Gate 2, rather than locked down at 
Gate 3, as conveyed in the life cycle management procedure (evaluated in the governance 
section). While the projects reviewed under the current governance follows the right procedure 
and lock down their baselines at Gate 3, this procedure conflicts with the right information. The 


Objective Results


Procedures Aligned


Implementation Fully Implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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inconsistency between procedures may create confusion when locking down the baselines for the 
projects. 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.52. Considered overall, we found P&M’s change management procedure to be fully implemented, 


in all material respects. Although one section of the change management procedure indicates 
that the baselines should be set at Gate 1 and locked down at Gate 2, the projects assessed 
followed the Stage-Gate procedure and correctly used Gate 3 as the gate to lock down the 
baselines.     
 


3.53. We observed that P&M implemented the procedures that we noted above and those set out in 
Appendix B. In particular, we noted elements of procedure implementation, including: 


 
a) The change control log was implemented and up to date; 


 
b) The changes were approved in accordance with the schedule of authority; 


 
c) The changes are linked to the contingency, when applied; and  


 
d) The projects assessed locked down their baselines at the correct Gate (Gate 3). 


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.54. Considered overall, we found P&M’s change management to be effective, in all material respects.  
 
3.55. Specifically, we observed elements of effectiveness in the sampled projects, including: 
 


a) Good documentation and appropriate approvals of changes are in place;  
 


b) P&M management team demonstrates commitment to reducing the impacts of unexpected 
changes due to scope growth or unforeseen issues; and  


 
c) The use of 'pilot project’ to determine real durations and costs before proceeding into full 


funding commitment. 


F. Contract Management 
 
3.56. Table 15 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Contract 


Management area within the Audit Framework.  
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Table 15 
Contract Management – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.57. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s contract management procedures are fully aligned with 


industry recommended practices, in all material respects.  
 


3.58. We understand that P&M uses preferred vendors to expedite the process for onboarding 
contractors to new projects, and contracts with a number of companies qualified to work in the 
nuclear environment.  


 
3.59. The observed elements that are incorporated into P&M’s contract management procedures 


include: 
 


a) Contract planning determines the work that needs to be contracted out and interacts with the 
scope definition process before issuing the request for proposal; 
 


b) Contract award: key activities to be performed prior to contract being awarded are listed in 
the procedure; 


 
c) Contract administration lists the processes involved to ensure the contractors comply with the 


agreed terms; and 
 


d) Closeout of a contract: verifying the deliverables against the requirements and any 
outstanding issue.   


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.60. Considered overall, we found P&M’s contract management procedure to be fully implemented, 


in all material respects.  
 
3.61. Specifically, we observed that elements of implementation procedures were incorporated, 


including: 
 
a) Contract owner is accountable for the contract planning; 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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b) Purchase agent is accountable for the bid process (RFP, bid evaluation and award); 


 
c) Contract owner and purchase owner share accountability for the success of the contract 


execution; and 
 


d) Contract owner is responsible for closing the contract.  
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.62. Considered overall, we found P&M’s contract management to be effective, in all material 


respects.  
 


3.63. Specifically, we observed that the contracting governance requirements are being met by the 
project manager and the supply team and contract management representatives in the planning, 
awarding, oversight, and execution of the engineering and EPC contracts to support the projects, 
amongst other things.  


G. Procurement Management 
 


3.64. Table 16 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the 
Procurement Management area within the Audit Framework.  


 
Table 16 


Procurement Management – Overall Audit Results 
 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.65. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s procurement management procedure to be fully 


aligned with industry recommended practices, in all material respects.  
 


3.66. Specifically, we observed elements of procurement management procedure were incorporated, 
including: 


 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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a) The procurement plan establishes the procurement strategy, bid documents and procurement 
statement of work; 
 


b) Conduct procurement - specific techniques to complete this process include bidder 
conferences, proposal evaluations and negotiations; and 


 
c) Control procurement - managing and controlling vendor relations, contract performance, 


contract amendments and contract closeout, including potential inspections of vendor 
facilities and claims administration.    


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.67. Considered overall, we found P&M’s procurement management procedure to be fully 


implemented, in all material respects.  
 


3.68. Specifically, we observed that elements of P&M’s procurement management procedures 
implementation were incorporated, including: 


 
a) The rules for the evaluation of suppliers, including evaluation methodology, criteria and 


weightings are established by Supply Chain and the requisitioner, and are fully disclosed to 
suppliers; 
 


b) The negotiation and finalization of contract terms are performed by the purchasing agent with 
assistance from the requisitioner as appropriate; 


 
c) The performance of the supplier is assessed by the contract administrator and Supply Chain 


and consideration given to performance when selecting suppliers on future work; and 
 


d) Supply Chain manages data on the performance of suppliers through supplier scorecards. 
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.69. Considered overall, we found P&M’s procurement management to be effective, in all material 


respects.  
 


3.70. Specifically, we noted that the purchasing governance requirements are being met by the project 
manager and the engineering and supply team representatives in planning OPG’s procurement 
of long lead materials, amongst other activities. 
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H. Quality Assurance Management  
 
3.71. Table 17 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Quality 


Assurance Management area within the Audit Framework.  
 


Table 17 
Quality Assurance Management – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.72. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s quality assurance management procedures to be fully 


aligned with industry recommended practices, in all material respects.  
 


3.73. Specifically, we observed elements of quality assurance management procedures were 
incorporated, including: 


 
a) Quality management plan defines project quality standards, quality objectives, quality roles 


and responsibilities, deliverables and processes subject to quality review; quality control and 
quality tools to be utilized for the project. The quality metrics were also defined; and   
 


b) Manage and control quality: the procedure refers to a number of other specific procedures 
which define the design and technical requirements for the specific activities (e.g. electrical, 
mechanical, civil work). 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.74. Considered overall, we found P&M’s quality assurance management procedure to be fully 


implemented, in all material respects.  
 
3.75. Specifically, we observed elements of implementation, including:   
 


a) Quality plan is implemented; 
 


b) Quality control activities are planned, sequenced and documented in Inspections and Test 
Plan; 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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c) The work is released via Field Installation Package Release process; 
 


d) Field Engineering performs Construction Quality Oversight; and 
 


e) Non-conformances were identified and Non-Conformance reports were initiated and tracked 
through the log. 


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.76. Considered overall, we found P&M’s quality assurance management to be effective, in all 


material respects.  
 
3.77. Specifically, we observed elements of effectiveness, including:  
 


a) The quality assurance program provides an adequate approach to ensuring quality is 
achieved;  


 
b) Effectiveness was evidenced through well-documented quality inspections and reports;  


 
c) The program requirements are consistently applied;  


 
d) Where the documentation evidence is not yet available due to the early phase of the project, 


the quality plan and requirements for the project are invoked; and  
 


e) The quality assurance program is consistently applied to P&M and its vendors. 


I. Risk Management 
 
3.78. Table 18 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Risk 


Management area within the Audit Framework.  
 


Table 18 
Risk Management – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Fully implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.79. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s risk management procedures are fully aligned with 


industry recommended practices, in all material respects. The risk management procedure 
integrates with the cost management procedure to develop the contingency.  
 


3.80. Specifically, we observed elements of risk management processes incorporated, including: 
 


a) Plan risk management: determines the risks strategy and how they should be managed. The 
procedure includes the Risk Management Oversight (RMO) tool used by P&M to manage the 
risks; 


 
b) Risk identification: includes the tools (e.g. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 


(SWOT) analysis, data analytics, input from experts, lessons learned) used to identify risks 
and the processes involved. The output is a risk register with the risks, owner and associated 
responses;    


 
c) Qualitative and quantitative risk analysis: describes the analysis that should be made to 


determine the probability and the impact of a risk; 
 


d) Plan risk responses: selecting the strategy for threats and opportunities as well as define the 
overall strategy to respond to the projects’ overall risks; 


 
e) Implement risk responses: action plan from the risk responses; and  


 
f) Monitor risk: continuously monitor the project risks and update the risk register as new risks 


emerge, existing risks materialize or are no longer relevant.  
 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.81. Considered overall, we found P&M’s risk management procedures to be fully implemented, in 


all material respects.  
 


3.82. Specifically, the observed elements incorporated within the risk management procedures include:  
 


a) A Risk Management Plan or a section dedicated to risk management in the Project 
Management Plan; 
 


b) The RMO tool is used as a decision-making tool; 
 


c) The project managers are involved in risk identification in the beginning and throughout the 
life cycle of the projects; 
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d) The risk register provides adequate level of detail, including risk description, responsible 
individual, probability of occurring, impact, status, revision, monitoring dates, and action plan; 
 


e) Qualitative and quantitative assessment is performed as part of the risk management 
process; 


 
f) Contingency is calculated based on the risk register and project uncertainty, depending on 


the stage of the project; and 
 


g) Monte Carlo simulations are applied in the contingency calculation (cost and risk 
management). 


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.83. Considered overall, we found P&M’s risk management to be effective, in all material respects.  
 
3.84. Specifically, we observed elements of effectiveness, including:   


 
a) The risk management tools and the results from the analysis are used by P&M in their 


decision-making process for the projects;  
 


b) Risk identification uses lessons learned from previous projects, as well as OPEX reports; and 
 


c) The qualitative and quantitative analysis results in a comprehensive risk register, which 
includes description(s) of the risk, the responsible manager, an action plan, and a timeline to 
monitor the risk. 


J. Reporting 
 
3.85. Table 19 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the 


Reporting area within the Audit Framework.  
 


Table 19 
Reporting – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 


Objective Results


Procedures Fully aligned


Implementation Implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.86. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s reporting procedure is fully aligned with industry 


recommended practices, in all material respects.  
 


3.87. Specifically, we observed that the reporting procedures incorporates elements including: 
 


a) Cost and schedule;  
 


b) Performance measurement; and 
 


c) Standards and templates. 
 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.88. Considered overall, we found P&M’s reporting procedure to be implemented, but there is one 


observation for management’s consideration.   
 


3.89. We observed elements of reporting procedures were implemented, including:   
 


a) The reports provided by P&M follow its procedures and present the expected information and 
expected details for the projects;  
 


b) This includes monthly dashboards, integration with the station reports, and a monthly project 
forecast update; 


 
c) The monthly report (dashboard) uses Earned Value Management System (EVMS) as the 


primary indicator, i.e. Cost Performance Index (CPI), and Schedule Performance Index (SPI); 
and 


 
d) Monthly report includes the top risks, top issues/concerns, milestone performance, mitigation 


action and project forecast (cost and schedule). 
 
3.90. During the presentations, the project managers and project teams were able to adequately 


answer questions from KPMG on variations in cost and schedule; however, some status reports 
(e.g. Dashboard Report) did not capture all explanations about why some discrepancies related 
to schedule and cost occurred.  


 
Observation – Reporting Implementation 
 
3.91. P&M does not provide a consistent explanation pertaining to the variances in the report. The 


assessed project reports did not explain why some variances existed in cost and schedule. 
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Explanations regarding the variance should be included in the report. A report should stand on its 
own. 


 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.92. Considered overall, we found P&M’s reporting management to be effective, in all material 


respects.  
 


3.93. Specifically, we observed that P&M uses multiple reports for every project depending on the level 
of detail required and the intended audience, amongst other things. 


K. Lessons Learned  
 
3.94. Table 20 summarizes our Audit results for each of the Audit Objectives as it relates to the Lessons 


Learned area within the Audit Framework.  
 


Table 20 
Lessons Learned – Overall Audit Results 


 


 
 
Objective 1 – Procedures 
 
3.95. Considered overall, we found that P&M’s lessons learned processes documented in the different 


procedures to be aligned with industry recommended practices. There are some observations 
for management’s consideration.  


 
3.96. Specifically, we observed that:  
 


a) The lessons learned requirements align with industry recommended practices;  
 


b) The project management procedure describes the process of collecting lessons learned; and 
 


c) The scope and risk management procedures outline the process of identifying and applying 
lessons learned from past projects to the new project.  
 


 


Objective Results


Procedures Aligned


Implementation Fully Implemented


Effectiveness Effective
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Observation – Lessons Learned Procedure 
 
3.97. P&M’s lessons learned processes are documented among different procedures. A stand-alone 


P&M procedure (or road map document) including all the processes of P&M Lessons Learned 
would improve the clarity around the recording and use of lessons learned. 


 
Objective 2 – Implementation 
 
3.98. Considered overall, we found P&M’s lessons learned processes in different procedures to be fully 


implemented, in all material respects. 
 


3.99. Even though P&M does not have a stand-alone specific procedure for lessons learned, the 
lessons learned processes included in the various procedures (e.g. scope management, risk 
management) were fully implemented.   


 
3.100. Specifically, we observed that: 
 


a) P&M records and implements its lessons learned consistently throughout its projects;  
 


b) P&M uses an automated system to store the data and make it accessible to all project 
managers;  


 
c) P&M uses lessons learned from their internal projects, other projects in OPG, and projects 


from other organizations (Bruce Power); and  
 


d) P&M also use OPEX reports.  
 
Objective 3 – Effectiveness 
 
3.101. Considered overall, we found P&M’s lessons learned management to be effective, in all material 


respects.  
 


3.102. Specifically, we observed that the lessons learned documents assessed were comprehensive and 
included all relevant information from the projects, amongst other things.  
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4. Restrictions, Independence and Objectivity 
 
Restrictions 
 
4.1. In preparing this Report, we have reviewed and relied upon the documents in Appendix E. 


 
4.2. Our review focuses on procedures and project-specific documents that were provided to KPMG, 


and workshops held with P&M’s project management teams. Evidence of the implementation of 
key control activities generally focused on what we understand to be the most recent performance 
of the control activity and after the implementation of the new procedures).   


 
4.3. We have not performed any verification of the documents and information listed in Appendix E 
 
4.4. Our review was limited to, and our recommendations are based on, the procedures conducted. 


The scope of our engagement was, by design, limited to the OEB’s directive, and therefore the 
observations and recommendations should be considered in the context of the procedures 
performed. In this capacity, we are not acting as external auditors for financial purposes nor value 
for money auditors and, accordingly, our work does not constitute an audit, examination, value 
for money, attestation, or specified procedures engagement in the nature of that conducted by 
external auditors on financial statements or other information and does not result in the expression 
of an opinion on any financial information of a nature conducted by external auditors on financial 
statements. 


 
4.5. Other than in the event that our Report is filed with the OEB in connection with OPG’s next cost-


based application, our Report is privileged and confidential and is not intended for general 
circulation or publication nor is it to be reproduced or used for any purpose other than as outlined 
herein without our prior written permission in each specific instance. For the avoidance of doubt, 
other than in respect of the aforementioned  OEB proceeding, our Report may not be disclosed, 
copied, quoted or referred to in whole or in part, whether for purposes of other litigation, 
disciplinary proceedings or otherwise, without our prior written consent in each specific instance, 
other than as noted above. We do not assume any responsibility for any losses occasioned to 
Torys or any other parties as a result of the circulation, publication, reproduction or use of this 
Report contrary to the provisions of this paragraph. Furthermore, we will not assume any 
responsibility or liability for any costs, damages, losses, liabilities, expenses incurred by anyone 
else as a result of circulation, publication, reproduction, use of or reliance upon our Report.  
 


4.6. We believe that our analyses must be considered as a whole and that selecting portions of our 
analyses and of the factors considered by us, without considering all factors and analyses 
together, could create a misleading conclusion. 
 


4.7. Comments in our Report are not intended, nor should they be interpreted to be legal advice or 
opinion, as we are not qualified to provide such advice or give such an opinion. 
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Independence and Objectivity 


4.8. The members of the KPMG engagement team are independent of OPG and are acting objectively. 
The KPMG engagement team has no present or contemplated interest in OPG, nor is any member 
of the engagement team an insider or associate of OPG or their affiliates.   


4.9. Moreover, our fees for this engagement are not contingent upon our findings or any other event.  


Yours very truly, 


Ms. Janet Rieksts-Alderman 
Partner 
KPMG LLP 
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Appendix A: Subject matter expert qualification 
Janet Rieksts-Alderman 


Title Partner, Leading Major Projects Advisory Practice, Risk Consulting, and 
Co-Leader Board Leadership Center KPMG Canada  


Highlights of 
experience  


 Ms. Rieksts-Alderman possesses more than 20 years of experience in 
asset-intensive organizations and 15 years in reviewing and auditing 
Capital Projects, including having served as a subject matter expert in 
construction claims and disputes. 


 She has been instrumental in developing project audit methodologies 
used by significant organizations, including global consulting firms. She 
routinely provides training on both major and mega project audit 
methodology.  


 She has also advised numerous public and publicly accountable 
organizations with significant capital project portfolios on Project 
Management Office setup, effectiveness, and overall governance.  


 Ms. Rieksts-Alderman co-leads the Board Leadership Centre for KPMG 
Canada, routinely advising on Capital Project Governance. Additionally, 
she has served as a Board and Advisory Board member for 
organizations with major and mega (billion plus dollar) Capital Projects.  


Designations 


 Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 
 Certified Management Accountant (CMA) 
 Certified in Control Self-Assessment (CCSA) 
 Master of Business Administration (MBA) 


Professional 
accreditations/ 
associations 


 Chartered Professional Accountants Canada (CPA) 
 Certified Management Accountants of Canada (CMA Canada) 
 The Institute of Internal Audits (IIA) – North America 
 Project Management Institute (PMI) – Canada Member 


Description of 
experience and 


expertise 


Janet Rieksts-Alderman is a Partner leading Major Project Advisory in 
KPMG’s Risk Consulting practice. She specializes in project performance, 
risk, and governance. Janet has more than 20 years of experience working 
in the area of capital project risk and asset-intensive organizations. 
She has led major and mega project reviews in large, international public 
and publicly accountable organizations. She advises at all levels of the 
organization including the audit committee and board. She has also served 
as a subject matter expert in construction claims and disputes and project 
performance. 
Industries include utilities (including nuclear), energy, real estate and 
infrastructure, ports, shipbuilding, transportation, mining, financial services, 
insurance, manufacturing and government (including hospitals, schools and 
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Janet Rieksts-Alderman 
P3’s). Client locations include Canada, United States, South and Central 
America, Asia, Australia, and the United Kingdom. 
Former board member of Waterfront Toronto, Acting Chair, Chair of Audit 
Committee (overseeing $1.2B Port Lands Project), Chair of Governance 
Committee, Chair, CEO Selection Committee; TAS Design Build, Advisory 
Board Member. 
 Developed governance structures for $30B+ downstream oil and gas 


project. 
 Developed governance structures and KPIs for a Canadian portfolio of 


P3 projects on behalf of an insurer and re-insurer. 
 Construction claim support for oil and gas major – $200M project in the 


United States. 
 Review of capital project processes for International Construction 


Company. Review included the following areas of business: Nuclear, 
Mining, Infrastructure and Concessions.  


 Capital Project Processes and Procedure Audit of billion plus dollar 
Copper Mine.  


 Claims and Disputes Expert Report – 100 million-dollar aromatics 
project for Global Oil and Gas company.  


 Project Management Office Audit – Canadian Municipality with a 
portfolio size of over $900 million 


Number of years 
of experience 20+ 


Norman Boyter 
Title Nuclear Subject Matter Expert 


Designations Master of Science (MSc.) 


Academic 
training 


 Master of Science, Nuclear Engineering – North Carolina State 
University 


 Bachelor of Science, General Engineering – United States Military 
Academy, West Point 


Description of 
experience and 


expertise 


Mr. Boyter is a subject matter expert in the nuclear industry with more than 
40 years of experience in operations, maintenance, licensing, engineering, 
construction, and project management on commercial and government 
nuclear plants and facilities in the US, Korea, China, and Philippines.  
His experience ranges from hands-on home office and field positions for 
nuclear plant operations; maintenance and outage management; and new 
plant engineering and construction, up to the executive-level positions, 
including proposal development, contract negotiations, claims settlement 
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Norman Boyter 
and dispute resolution on plants and projects such as: US Naval Reactors 
S1W; US Nuclear Plant Unit 2, Arkansas No. One; Korea KORI II; 
Philippines Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1; US TVA Sequoyah Nuclear Plant; 
US DOE Defense Waste Processing Facility; US DOE N Reactor; and US 
AP1000 Vogtle Units 3 and 4. 
Boyter also served as a US Nuclear Regulatory Commission “Reactor 
Operations and Start-up Inspector” for the start-up of a new US nuclear 
power plant. 


Number of years 
of experience 40+ 


William Carnes 
Title Nuclear Subject Matter Expert 


Designations  Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
 Engineering Officer of the Watch (EOOW) 


Professional 
accreditations/ 
associations 


Project Management Institute (PMI) – former member 


Academic 
training 


 Master of Business Administration – Auburn University 
 Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering – University of Michigan 
 Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering – University of Michigan 
 Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering – General Motors 


Institute 


Description of 
experience and 


expertise 


Mr. Carnes is a subject matter expert in the nuclear industry. He possesses 
more than 40 years of experience with a specific focus on power plant 
project management, design, construction, manufacturing, licensing, 
operations, and decommissioning. He is also experienced in production 
metal casting and waste incineration, both commercial and nuclear.  
Mr. Carnes has more than nine (9) years of international experience related 
to nuclear power plant project management, construction, 
decommissioning, and component manufacturing. His international 
experience spans countries including the US, Bulgaria, Spain, Ukraine, 
Taiwan, Philippines and South Korea. Major nuclear projects / plants 
worked on include: Naval Reactors Facilities (USA); Waterford III 
NPP(USA); Allens Creek NPP (USA); Kori-2 NPP (South Korea); 
Philippines NPP (Philippines); Vogtle NPP units 1-2 (USA); Chernobyl NPP 
(Ukraine); Kozloduy NPP; and AP1000 NPPs (China – Haiyang and 
Sanmen, V.C. Summer and Vogtle).  


Number of years 
of experience 40+ 
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Appendix B: Detailed Audit Results 
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Ontario Power Generation Project and Modifications Project Management Audit  Control or process in place


‐ Control or process partially in place 


 Control or procedure not in place


Detailed Audit Results  Control or process not applicable to the project


No. Project Management Area Procedure Criteria (i.e. Industry-Recommended Practices)
1 GOVERNANCE Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness Procedure Implementation Effectiveness


1.1 Project Management The high-level guidelines for the Project Management Plan development and implementation is described including all the management areas, the schedule of authority, 
and all the phases of the projects.                              


1.2 Phase-Gate Management All gates include the specific information required to proceed with the project; the stakeholders and approvers are identified.                              
1.3 Governance - Overall                              
2 SCOPE MANAGEMENT


2.1 Plan Scope The process for planning scope includes requirements for input from project charter, project management plan, and organizational process assets, including lessons 
learned and historical information, to determine how the scope will be managed throughout the project.                              


2.2 Collect Requirements All stakeholder needs and requirements are collected to determine a requirements list and traceability matrix. This can be completed via conducting brainstorms, 
interviews, surveys or holding focus groups.                              


2.3 Define Scope
Scope definition involves confirmation of the project/product description, requirements and desired results using tools like alternatives analysis, requirements and 
systems analysis and value engineering to develop a detailed scope statement. The detailed scope statement needs to include the scope description, acceptance 
criteria, deliverable list and project exclusions.


                      ‐       


2.4 Create WBS The WBS is created by decomposing the project deliverables and project work, contained in the scope statement, into smaller and more manageable components. The 
WBS is then utilized to create project work packages. The WBS along with the WBS dictionary and approved scope statement forms the scope baseline.                              


2.5 Validate Scope Scope validation involves the formalized acceptance of completed deliverables and their adherence to the acceptance criteria. Adherence to the acceptance criteria can 
be validated by conducting reviews and inspections.                              


2.6 Control Scope
Scope control involves monitoring and managing the project scope and any changes to the scope baseline, ensuring all requested changes and recommended actions 
are processed through the integrated change control process.
Scope control can be achieved by performing analysis like trends and variance analysis to determine the scale of deviation from the scope baseline.


                             


2.7 Scope Management - Overall Project Scope Management includes the processes required to ensure that the project includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the project 
successfully. Managing the project scope is primarily concerned with defining and controlling what is and is not included in the project.                              


3 COST & ESTIMATING MANAGEMENT


3.1 Plan Cost Management
This process’ primary output is a cost management plan that defines how project costs will be estimated, budgeted, managed, monitored and controlled. The plan is 
expected to include tools and techniques that will be utilized by the project including items such as control thresholds, guidelines for performance measurement, reporting 
formats and levels of precision and accuracy.


                             


3.2 Estimate Costs
This quantitative process develops an approximate cost for the resources needed to complete the project. It is an iterative process with the cost estimates refined as 
more project details are made available. Estimating techniques such as analogous estimating, parametric estimating, bottom-up estimating and three-point estimating 
may be utilized. The process outputs include an overall cost estimate along with the basis behind the cost estimates.


                             


3.3 Determine Budget
The budget is determined by rolling up the estimated costs of individual activities or work packages to establish an authorized cost baseline.
Expert judgement along with techniques like cost aggregation and historical information review may be utilized to determine the budget. Project funding requirements and 
their associated timings is a result of this process.


                             


3.4 Control Costs
Cost control entails monitoring of project costs and management of changes made to the cost baseline. Controlling cost requires use of performance controls like earned 
value analysis, variance analysis, trend analysis or reserve analysis. The analysis performed will help determine the cost forecast which could result in changes to the 
cost baseline.


                             


3.5 Cost Management - Overall Project Cost Management includes the processes involved in planning, estimating, budgeting, financing, funding, managing, and controlling costs so that the project can 
be completed within the approved budget.                              


4 SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT


4.1 Plan Schedule Management This process leads to the development of the schedule management plan. This plan should include details such as, scheduling methodology and tools to be used for the 
project; schedule release and iteration management; units of measure; level of accuracy; rules of performance measurement; reporting formats and control thresholds.   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐  


4.2 Define Activities Activity definition is the process of identifying the steps that need to be performed to produce the project deliverables. Techniques such as decomposition and rolling 
wave planning can be employed to develop the activity and milestone list and activity attributes.                              


4.3 Sequence Activities
Activity sequencing is the identification and documentation of linkages between defined project activities. Sequencing activities may utilize tools like the precedence 
diagramming method, accounting for dependencies and leads and lags. The sequenced schedule network contributes to the activity and milestone list and can be 
graphically represented in a project schedule network diagram. 


                             


4.4 Estimate Activity durations


This quantitative process estimates the amount of time required to complete an activity with estimated resources. This may be achieved using expert judgement and 
techniques like:
• Analogous Estimating: uses historical data from similar activities or projects
• Parametric Estimating: combination of historical and statistical methods
• Three Point Estimating: uses a blend of most likely scenario, best case and worst case scenarios
• Bottom-Up Estimating: aggregation of estimates of the lower level components of the WBS
The end result of the process is to have activity duration estimates and the basis for each of the estimates.


                             


4.5 Develop Schedule


Schedule development is the process of developing a schedule model for project monitoring and execution, which may require the use of tools and techniques like:
• Schedule Network Analysis
• Critical Path Method: used to estimate the minimum project duration and determine schedule flexibility within the schedule model
• Resource Optimization: uses tools like resource leveling and smoothing
• Schedule Compression: uses tools like crashing and fast tracking
The end result of this process would be a project schedule that would be considered a baseline.


 ‐         ‐   ‐   ‐      ‐   ‐    


4.6 Control Schedule


Schedule control entails the monitoring of the project baseline schedule and management of changes made to it. The schedule can be controlled using techniques like:
• Data Analysis: using tools like Earned Value Analysis, trend and variance analysis and an Iteration Burndown Chart
• Critical Path Method
• Resource Optimization
• Schedule Compression
The analysis performed will help determine the schedule forecast which could result in changes to the baseline.


                   ‐          


4.7 Schedule Management - Overall Project Schedule Management includes the processes required to manage the timely completion of the project.  ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐    
5 CHANGE MANAGEMENT


5.1 Identify the Change Once a change is identified it should be formalized and should include impact on scope, cost, and schedule performance baselines as well as to identify any documents 
that will be affected by this change.                              


5.2 Review Change Requests
The Change Control Board (CCB) should be established as a formally chartered group responsible for reviewing, evaluating, approving, delaying, or rejecting changes to 
the project, and for recording and communicating such decisions. Data Analysis (alternatives and cost-benefit analysis) and decision making (voting, autocratic decision 
making and multicriteria decision analysis) should be used to accept or reject changes. Decisions and the associated basis needs to be documented in the change log.


                             


5.3 Implement the Approved Change The approved change request may be a corrective action, a preventive action, or a defect repair. Approved change requests are scheduled and implemented by the 
project team and can impact any area of the project or project management plan.                              


5.4 Change Management - Overall Change management includes the process of reviewing all change requests; resolving changes and managing changes to deliverables, project documents, and the 
project management plan; and communicating the decisions.                              


6 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT


6.1 Contract Planning This process involves determining the work that needs to be contracted out. The scope of work as well as specifications should be developed in this process, which will 
be used when issuing request for quotations (RFQ) or request for proposals (RFP).                              


6.2 Contract Award In this process the proposal responses are evaluated and the successful proponent to complete the work is selected. The primary output of this process is a completed 
contract document that is awarded and agreed to with the selected proponent.                              


6.3 Contract Administration This process relates to the execution of the signed contract, ensuring the contractors compliance to the agreed upon terms in the signed contract. Changes to the 
contract may occur and should be managed too.                              


6.4 Contract Closeout The deliverables specified in the signed contract needs to be verified in this process prior to closing out the contract in this process.                              
6.5 Contract Management - Overall                              
7 PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT


7.1 Plan Procurement Management
The process to plan for procurement is completed by getting inputs from the project charter, project management plan and organizational process assets. The plan 
should among others contain a timetable of procurement activities, procurement metrics to manage contracts and the type of bidding that will be used. The procurement 
strategy, bid documents and procurement statement of work needs to be completed too.


                             


7.2 Conduct Procurements
This is the process of receiving and evaluating seller responses, leading to the selection of a seller and contract award. Specific techniques to complete this process 
include bidder conferences, proposal evaluations and negotiations. The end results of the process are the established agreements including formal contracts with 
selected vendors.


       ‐                      


7.3 Control Procurements Procurement control involves managing and monitoring vendor relationships, contract performance, contract amendments and closeout of contracts. This may be 
achieved by audits, inspections and claim administration as needed and would result in closed procurements and change requests.                              


7.4 Procurement Management - Overall
Project Procurement Management includes the processes necessary to purchase or acquire products, services, or results needed from outside the project team. Project 
Procurement Management includes the management and control processes required to develop and administer agreements such as contracts, purchase orders, 
memoranda of agreements (MOAs), or internal service level agreements (SLAs).


       ‐                      


8 QUALITY CONTROL & SAFETY


8.1 Plan Quality Management The quality management plan is required to define project quality standards, quality objectives, quality roles and responsibilities, deliverables and processes subject to 
quality review; quality control and quality tools to be utilized for the project. It is imperative to determine quality metrics too.                              


8.2 Manage Quality
Managing quality involves translating the quality management plan into specific quality activities. This requires the use of data analysis tools (Ex. process and root cause 
analysis); data representation techniques (affinity, fishbone, matrix and scatter diagrams); audits and quality improvement methods. These analyses result in quality 
reporting, test and evaluation documentation for evaluating conformance to quality objectives.


                             


8.3 Control Quality This process requires the use of checklists/check sheets, sampling and questionnaires or surveys to control quality and to verify that project deliverables meet the 
requirements prior to final acceptance. Inspections, meetings and reporting of results may also be used to complete this process.                              


8.4 Quality Management - Overall
Project Quality Management includes the processes for incorporating the organization’s quality policy regarding planning, managing, and controlling project and product 
quality requirements in order to meet stakeholders’ objectives. Project Quality Management also supports continuous process improvement activities as undertaken on 
behalf of the performing organization.


                             


9 RISK MANAGEMENT


9.1 Plan Risk Management


This process includes the development of a risk management plan which needs to contain the following items: 
• risk strategy and methodology: approach to managing project risks
• timing of project risk exercises
• risk categories
• stakeholder risk appetite
• definition of risk probability and impact
• reporting formats
• tracking documents and requirements


                             


9.2 Identify Risks
This process identifies individual project risks and sources of overall project risks. Tools for identifying risks includes input from experts, stakeholder brainstorming and 
data analysis like root cause analysis, SWOT analysis, assumption and constraint analysis.  The main output is a project risk register including a list of identified risks, 
their owners and associated risk responses.


                             


9.3 Perform Qualitative and Quantitative Risk 
Analysis


Identified risks are to be evaluated from a qualitative and quantitative point of view. A qualitative analysis should assess the probability of occurrence and the impact of 
the identified risks using techniques like risk categorization and data analysis and representation. The quantitative analysis should determine the numerical impact of 
project risks. This can be completed using tools like simulations, influence diagrams and sensitivity and decision tree analysis.


                             


9.4 Plan Risk Response This is the process of developing options; selecting strategies for threats, opportunities and overall project risk; as well as agreeing on actions to address overall project 
risk.                              


9.5 Implement Risk Responses Using expertise from experienced individuals, in this process, agreed upon risk responses need to be implemented. This could result in changes to cost and/or schedule 
baselines. Furthermore, the issue log, risk register and lessons learned register needs to be updated.                              


9.6 Monitor Risk In this process this project is continuously monitored for new, changing and outdated project risks. Data analysis and audits should be conducted to monitor risk and the 
effectiveness of the risk management process.                              


9.7 Risk Management - Overall Project Risk Management includes the processes of conducting risk management planning, identification, analysis, response planning, response implementation, and 
monitoring risk on a project.                              


10 REPORTING


10.1 Report Data The information collected and compiled throughout the project lifecycle should be presented in the form of reports. These reports should include items such as key 
performance indicators, cost and schedule details and significant risks. These reports could raise issues and action and enable decision making.  ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐      ‐       


10.2 Communication The protocols of communication should include the channels, levels and audience each report should have.                              
10.3 Reporting - Overall  ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐       
11 LESSONS LEARNED


11.1 Collecting Lessons Learned Tools and processes used to identify and collect the lessons learned from the projects. ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐  
11.2 Lessons Learned storage Data base used to store the lessons. It should be of easy access and with searching tools to facilitate the lessons learned search. ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐  
11.3 Use of Lessons Learned Use of lessons learned from past projects. ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐  
11.4 Lessons Learned - Overall ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐   ‐  
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Appendix C: Project-specific documents assessed 
Type of Document Assessed Number of Documents Assessed 


Presentation 6
PM Procedure 10 
Project Basic Info 10 
Org Chart 22 
Stakeholder list 18 
Project Life Cycle 
Gate Approval Status 10 
Approved Documents 61 
Scope 
SOW Statement 41 
WBS Dictionary 2 
Charter 13
Execution Plan 21 
Cost Info 
CBS 1
Approved Cost Estimate 13 
Basis of Estimate 20 
Change Log 54 
Contingency 
Original and Available Today 7 
Basis of Contingency 13 
Schedule 
Basis of Schedule 28 
Original Approved Schedule 23 
Current Approved Schedule 16 
Schedule Updates 16 
Look Ahead Schedule 9 
Change Log 1 
POs and Contracts 
Contract Strategy 12 
RFP 24
Major Contracts 14 
POs  9 
Risk 
Original Risk Register 8 
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Type of Document Assessed Number of Documents Assessed 
Risk Register 10 
Status Report 
Monthly  10 
Integration with Station 53 
Dashboards 19
Design Plan 23 
Construction Work Package 19 
Lesson Learned 40 
Safety Report 10 
TOTAL 666 
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Appendix D: Interview session minimum requirements 
Project Overview: 


A. Project Basic Information
a. Project No., Project Title, Station, Phase, Vendor
b. Project Manager, Project Director, Project Controls Manager
c. Project Driver (regulatory requirement, equipment replacement, etc.)
d. Project Charter
e. Project Organization Chart and Roles & Responsibilities
f. Total Funds Released: Budget, LTD Actuals, and Percent Spent
g. Budget At Completion, Estimate at Completion
h. Final AFS Milestone: Description, Baseline Date, and Current Forecast Date


B. Cost Baseline (summary at major cost account level)
a. Original Budget and date approved
b. Current Baseline and data date


C. Project Contingency
a. Total Approved for Project
b. Total Allocated/Approved for utilization


D. Project Schedule: Present and explain Current Stats versus Approve Baseline Schedules
E. Estimated Total Project Percent Complete to date
F. Project Life Cycle: Review/explain the following information on the last or currently approved


Gate Base Case Summary (BCS):
a. Gate Number or Category, Date BCS Approved
b. Funding Released: Base With Contingency and Contingency
c. Total Project Cost


i. Previous Value: Base and Contingency
ii. Current Value: Base and Contingency


d. Variance Analysis Between Previous and Current BCS: for each summary cost account
provide:


i. Amount Spent to Date
ii. Last BCS Approved Amount
iii. New BCS Approved Amount
iv. Variance
v. Explain
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Project Deliverable Status: 


Present the current project status of the key deliverables for the below list of project functional areas 
based on the comparison of the number of required work products to the number of completed work 
products as of the status date: 


A. Engineering: Quantity of Documents Issued for Procurement, Construction, and Testing
a. Total Required/Planned by categories 1, 2, and 3
b. Total Issued/Approved for use by 3 categories to date


B. Procurement: Purchase Orders
a. Total Required/Planned
b. Total Awarded to date
c. Total Shipped/Received to date


C. Construction: Work Packages
a. Total Required/Planned
b. Total Released to Date
c. Total Completed to date


D. Testing: ITPs
a. Total Required/Planned
b. Total Issued to date
c. Total Received to date


E. Safety – reportable injuries
a. Target for year
b. Actual to date


F. Closeout reports
a. Lessons learned reports
b. Available for Service reports
c. Project Closeout reports
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Project Performance Analysis 


A. Provide/Explain the following Earned Value Metrics:
a. Planned Value (PV) = BCWS
b. Earned Value (EV) = BCWP
c. Actual Cost (AC) = ACWP
d. Schedule Performance Index (SPI)
e. Cost Performance Index (CPI)
f. Cost Variance (CV)
g. Budget Variance (BV)
h. Schedule Variance (SV)
i. Forecast Variance


B. Baseline Change Control
a. Cost Baseline


i. Original and Currently Approved
ii. List of Changes, Cause of Change, Amounts, and Dates
iii. Estimates and Basis of Estimates


b. Schedule Baseline
i. Original and Currently Approved
ii. List of Changes, Cause of Change, Amounts, and Dates


c. Contingency
i. Original and Currently Available
ii. List of Changes, Cause of Change, Amounts, and Dates


d. Business Case Summary (BCS)
i. Current – Latest Copy
ii. Previous versions as available


C. Risk Register and Tally/Numbers for
a. Total Risks
b. Number that has had mitigation actions taken
c. Number that has had mitigation actions complete
d. Risk to contingency correlation/analysis results
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D. Engineering and Quality Performance Metrics
a. Engineering


i. Total number of revisions to Design Engineer Change documents
ii. Total number of Field Initiated Change (FIC) requests
iii. Average age or time from receipt to the approval of FICs.


b. Quality
i. Total number of Non-Conformance Reports (NR)
ii. Average age or time from initiating an NR until approved to work.


E. Regulatory
a. Regulatory commitments for the project
b. List of Open Regulatory Issues and date will impact schedule if not closed
c. Estimated date to close open issues


Major Issues or Constraints to Meeting Project Costs and Schedule Baselines 


A. List
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Appendix E: Requested project-specific documents 
1. Project Management Procedures (Scope, Cost, Schedule, etc.)
2. Project Basic Information (one filled table for each project)


Project No. 
Project Manager 
Project Phase 
Project Title 
Project Director 
Station
Vendor


Original Budget CAD (k) 
Budget at Completion CAD (k) 
LTD Actuals CAD (k) 
Estimate at Completion CAD (k) 
Total Funding Released CAD (k) 


Final AFS 
Milestone Description 
Baseline Date 
Forecast Date 


a. Project Organization Chart and Roles and Responsibilities
b. Stakeholders’ List


3. Project Life Cycle and Gate Process
a. Fill-in below table on Gate Approval Status or provide information in another table.
b. Include complete copies of the listed Approval Documents (include BCSs)
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Phase 
Gate 


Planned 
Gate 


Approval 
Date 


Actual 
Gate 


Approval 
Date 


Approval 
Document 


Baseline TPC 
(xK) $ with 


Contingency 


Baseline 
Final 


AFS Date 


Total 
Contingency 


X K $ 


0
1
2
3
4
5


4. Project Scope
a. Scope of Work Statement (SOW)
b. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and its dictionary
c. Project Charter
d. Project Execution Plan


5. Project Cost Management
a. Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS)
b. Original approved Cost Baseline Estimate
c. Basis of Estimate (BOE)
d. Current approved Baseline Cost Estimate
e. Change Documents for changes from Original to Current Baseline Cost Estimate
f. Contingency


i. Original Amount and Available Today
ii. Basis of Contingency (Risk analysis correlation results)
iii. Change Documents


6. Project Schedule Management
a. Basis of Schedule
b. Original approved Schedule Baselines from OPG and Contractors (all levels in pdf and


xer)
c. Current approved Schedule Baselines from OPG and Contractors (all levels in pdf and


xer)
d. Current approved Schedule Updates and their Schedule Narrative from OPG and


Contractors (all levels in pdf and xer)
e. Look Ahead Schedules
f. Schedule changelog


7. Project Procurement and Contracting
a. Contract Strategy
b. RFP
c. Major Contracts (E, P, and C)
d. List of Equipment Purchase orders


8. Project Risk Management
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a. Original approved Risk Register
b. Current Risk Register with the mitigation status


9. Project Status Reports
a. Monthly Reports (including narrative)
b. Station and Project Integration/Coordination Reports (including narrative)
c. Reports and Dashboards used to communicate the Project status to different levels of


OPG (including Key Performance Indicators, Project Forecast, Estimate to Complete,
etc.)


10. Design Plan
11. Construction Work Package Status (list)
12. Lessons Learned Documents
13. Safety Reports (last two months)
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Appendix F: Abbreviations list 
Abbreviation Definition 


AACE  The Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering 
BCS Business Case Summaries 
CPI Cost Performance Index 
EVMS Earned Value Management System 
FE Field Engineering
FIPR Field Installation Package Release 
ITP Inspections and Test Plan 
KPMG  KPMG LLP 
NR Non-Conformance Reports
OPG Ontario Power Generation 
OEB Ontario Energy Board 
OPEX Operational Experience
P&M Projects and Modifications Group 
PMBOK The Project Management Book of Knowledge 
PMI Project Management Institute 
PMP Project Management Plan 
RFP Request for Proposal 
RMO Risk Management Oversight 
RMP Risk Management Plan  
SOW Scope of Work
SPI Schedule Performance Index 
SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 
Torys Torys LLP
WBS Work Breakdown Structure 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURES – NUCLEAR OPERATIONS 1 


 2 


1.0 PURPOSE 3 


This evidence provides an overview of the capital expenditures for OPG’s nuclear facilities for 4 


the historical years, bridge year and the IR Term (excluding the Darlington Refurbishment 5 


Program (“DRP”) which is addressed in Ex. D2-2-1). Period-over-period explanations are also 6 


included in this exhibit.  7 


 8 


2.0 OVERVIEW 9 


OPG’s capital expenditures in support of its nuclear facilities are $413.0M, $382.3M, $481.4M, 10 


$302.9M and $221.2M in 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025 and 2026, respectively (Ex. D2-1-2, Table 11 


1). As shown in Chart 1 below, these expenditures represent the sum of the following:  12 


a) Capital expenditures included in the nuclear project portfolio. Annual capital expenditures 13 


in the nuclear project portfolio decrease from $393.9M to $191.8M over the 2022-2026 14 


period. The key drivers of the capital expenditure component of the nuclear project portfolio 15 


are discussed in Section 3.1 below.  16 


b) Capital expenditures on special projects that are managed outside of the project portfolio. 17 


There is one capital non-portfolio expenditure during the IR term – capitalization of the 18 


Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease ($138.6M in 2024), as further described in Ex. 19 


D2-1-3, Section 3.2.  In addition the Pickering Extended Operation (Ex. F2-3-1) and the 20 


Darlington Spacer Retrieval project (Ex. D2-1-3, Table 2d), both subject to the Capacity 21 


Refurbishment Variance Account, have expenditures during the period 2016 to 2021.   22 


c) The capitalized portion of Darlington new fuel related to the loading of fuel following the 23 


restart of refurbished units. One-half of the nuclear fuel bundle cost of the new fuel load is 24 


capitalized when the new fuel is loaded into the reactor (Ex. F2-5-1, Section 2).   25 


d) Capital expenditures on Minor Fixed Assets within nuclear. These are capitalized 26 


expenditures on portable assets used in the station or Operations and Project Support. 27 


Examples of Minor Fixed Assets are material handling equipment or sophisticated testing 28 


equipment. Minor Fixed Assets must meet a materiality of $25,000 per item to be 29 


capitalized (Ex. D4-1-1).  They do not require a business case summary and are not 30 


managed as part of the project portfolio process.  31 
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Chart 1 1 


Nuclear Operations Capital Expenditures 2 


 3 


Line 
No Category 


2022 
Plan 


2023 
Plan 


2024 
Plan 


2025 
Plan 


2026 
Plan 


    (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 


1 Project Portfolio - Capital 393.3 344.8 296.7 284.2 191.8 


2 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 16.5 16.9 0.0 18.1 


3 
Darlington Water Treatment Plant 
Lease 0.0 0.0 138.6 0.0 0.0 


3 Minor Fixed Assets 19.6 21.0 29.2 18.7 11.4 
              
4 Total Capital Expenditures 413.0 382.3 481.4 302.9 221.2 


 4 


As a result of these and prior capital expenditures, OPG is requesting that the OEB approve 5 


forecast rate base in-service additions of $434.3M, $461.6M, $489.0M, $477.3M, and $348.3M 6 


in 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025 and 2026 respectively, as presented in Ex. D2-1-3, Table 4a-4b. 7 


 8 


3.0 CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 9 


Exhibit D2-1-2, Tables 2, 3 and 4a-4b present the actual and forecast Nuclear Operations 10 


capital expenditures for the period 2016-2026. Projects are categorized in the tables as follows:  11 


• “Portfolio Projects (Allocated)” are capital expenditures for projects that have a Project 12 


Management Oversight Committee (“PMOC”) approved budget and an approved Business 13 


Case Summary (“BCS”). This includes major capital spares. The approved BCS for these 14 


identified projects can vary from a very preliminary development BCS (e.g., Class 5 15 


estimate) to an Execution BCS (e.g., Class 3 or better estimate).  16 


• “Portfolio Projects (Unallocated)” is the difference between the total PMOC approved 17 


capital budget and the amount of capital allocated to projects in the Portfolio Projects 18 


(Allocated) category. 19 


 20 


The Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) amount can be positive or negative.   21 


i. When positive, it represents the amount of PMOC approved capital that remains 22 


available to undertake projects currently at the project identification or initiation phases, 23 
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once those projects move forward with a PMOC approved budget and an approved 1 


BCS. As projects progress beyond the project identification and initiation phases and 2 


the approved capital expenditures are fully allocated to capital projects with approved 3 


budgets, the annual unallocated amount declines to zero. A list of the capital projects 4 


currently without an approved BCS being considered for funding through the project 5 


portfolio is provided in Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and 5b. 6 


ii. When negative, this represents an adjustment as the PMOC approved budget is 7 


oversubscribed (i.e., there are more projects with approved BCSs then PMOC 8 


approved funding). OPG manages its projects portfolio to maintain annual capital 9 


expenditures at the level of approved funding.  10 


 11 


• Exhibit D2-1-2, Tables 1, 2 and 4a-4b include capital expenditures that are in addition to 12 


those included in the capital project portfolio. These projects are approved separately from, 13 


and in addition to, the total PMOC approved capital budget referred to in the discussion of 14 


“portfolio projects” above and include Minor Fixed Assets, capital expenditures on special  15 


projects that are managed outside of the project portfolio, and the capitalized portion of 16 


Darlington new fuel. 17 


 18 


3.1 Capital Expenditures in the Nuclear Project Portfolio: Drivers and Trends  19 


Capital expenditures in the nuclear project portfolio over the IR term decline from $393.3M in 20 


2022 to $191.8M in 2026.  The trend primarily reflects the need for capital expenditures to 21 


replace obsolete and/or life-expired plant equipment at Darlington, offset by the elimination of 22 


capital expenditures at Pickering by 2022 in anticipation of its planned shutdown by the end of 23 


2025. 24 


 25 


The projected capital expenditures over the IR term are reasonable for the following reasons: 26 


• Capital expenditures over the IR term reflect continued preparation for Darlington 27 


‘second life’ operations.  The capital spending for Darlington operations is separate and 28 


distinct from capital spending on refurbishment. Once the decision to refurbish Darlington 29 


to extend its life was approved, OPG began an extensive program to replace obsolete 30 


and/or life-expired plant equipment resulting in higher project related investments at 31 
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Darlington. This program continues throughout the IR term (there are 37 new Tier 1 1 


projects compared to 18 new Tier 1 projects in EB-2016-0152).  Prior to beginning the 2 


extensive replacement program, benchmarking of OPG’s capital expenditures against 3 


industry peers (using the Electric Utility Cost Group (“EUCG”) database) showed that 4 


OPG’s average capital cost per MW Design Electrical Rating (“DER”) was lower than that 5 


of the comparators, which placed OPG at or below first quartile.1 Darlington’s current three-6 


year average capital cost per MW DER is now higher than most comparators so that OPG 7 


currently places in the fourth quartile. This change in benchmarking results reflects the 8 


impact of the higher project-related investments to replace obsolete and/or life-expired 9 


plant equipment that are necessary to prepare for ‘second-life’ operations.   10 


• Advancement of timing of certain project capital expenditures:  OPG has advanced 11 


the timing of certain projects into the IR term where replacement of equipment can occur 12 


during planned outages, to take advantage of the availability of the lengthy refurbishment 13 


outages during the period.  14 


• Capital Projects being undertaken (or may potentially be undertaken) have higher 15 


average expenditures:  In EB-2016-0152, the average project cost for active (ongoing or 16 


new) Tier 1 capital projects was $42.6M with the maximum being $129.5M for the 17 


Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Replacement/Overhaul.  In this application, the 18 


average cost of the active Tier 1 projects (Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d) is $55.6M 19 


with a maximum of $278.8M for the Darlington 4kV Motor Refurbishment and Replacement 20 


project.  21 


 22 


Capital expenditures (Portfolio-Allocated) have also been categorized in Ex. D2-1-2, Table 3 23 


as regulatory, sustaining or value enhancing/strategic (Ex. A2-2-1, Attachment 3). Most of the 24 


projects being undertaken in the IR term are sustaining projects, which are projects to sustain 25 


and/or improve plant reliability. They include expenditures on systems and components 26 


approaching their end of life, or for which replacement parts are no longer readily available. 27 


                                                 
1 The 2020 Benchmarking Report (Ex. F2-1-1, Attachment 2) shows that for the period 2014-2016, the three year 


average capital costs per MW DER was at or well below first quartile. Similar results were reported in the 2012 
Benchmarking Report (EB-2013-0321, Ex. F2-1-1, Attachment 1) and the 2015 Benchmarking Report (EB-
2016-0152, Ex. F2-1-1, Attachment 1). 
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Period-over-period variances for 2016-2022 are presented in Ex. D2-1-2, Table 4a-4b and are 1 


explained below. Exhibit D2-1-3 provides details of specific capital projects. 2 


 3 


4.0 PERIOD-OVER-PERIOD CHANGES – IR TERM 4 


2022 Plan versus 2021 Budget 5 


The increase in capital spending planned for 2022 compared to the 2021 budget (+$5.4M) is 6 


due to increases in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (+$60.4M) and Portfolio Projects 7 


(Allocated) at Darlington (+$4.4M), offset by decreases in Operations and Project Support (-8 


$43.0M), Pickering (-$8.9M), Minor Fixed Asset acquisitions (-$4.4M) and Pickering Extended 9 


Operations (-$2.9M). 10 


 11 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington is primarily due to planned 12 


increases in spending on project #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service 13 


Transformer Replacement (+$22.0M) and project #31535 Darlington Water Treatment Plant 14 


Interconnections (+$16.3M).  These are offset by planned reductions in the following projects: 15 


• #83664 Darlington Unit 2 Turbine/Generator Electronic Controls and Generator Auxiliaries 16 


Upgrade (-$7.6M)  17 


• #83053 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Powerhouse Upper Level Service 18 


Water Piping Replacement (-$5.3M)  19 


• #82947 Darlington Fuel Handling Head Major Component Replacement (-$4.2M)  20 


• #80122 Darlington Main Power Output Protection System Replacement (-$3.9M)  21 


• #80151 Darlington Fire Hazard Assessment and Fire Safe Shutdown Analysis 22 


Modifications (-$3.8M)  23 


• #80144 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor Overhaul (-$3.5M)  24 


• #84400 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment Obsolescence - Active Liquid Waste 25 


Liquid Effluent Monitor and Online Gas Chromatograph (-$3.1M)  26 


• #84378 Darlington Emergency Power System Enhancements (-$3.0M)   27 


 28 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 29 


due to decreased spending in project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine  30 
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(-$20.8M) following planned completion of engineering and fabrication of the Rapid Delivery 1 


Machine in 2021.   2 


 3 


The decrease in Pickering Extended Operations is due to the planned completion of that 4 


initiative’s capital projects in 2021.  5 


 6 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering is due to planned completion in 7 


2021 of all but one project (#40972 Pickering PA Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades) in 8 


the Pickering portfolio of Capital projects. 9 


 10 


The above reductions in spending on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) are partially offset by an 11 


increased unallocated portion of the nuclear project portfolio (+$60.4M), which reflects an 12 


expectation of yet to be approved new projects (Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and 5b) to support 13 


Darlington operations to end of station life.  14 


 15 


The reduction in Minor Fixed Asset spending is primarily due to reduction in Minor Fixed Asset 16 


acquisitions in Operations and Project Support (-$3.7M) and at Pickering (-$2.4M), offset by 17 


an increase in acquisitions at Darlington (+$1.6M). 18 


 19 


2023 Plan versus 2022 Plan 20 


The decrease in capital spending planned for 2023 compared to the 2022 plan (-$30.6M) is 21 


due to decreased spending in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$69.4M), 22 


Operations and Project Support (-$14.3M) and Pickering (-$0.4M), which are partially offset by 23 


increases in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (+$35.5M), Darlington New Fuel (+$16.5M) and 24 


Minor Fixed Assets (+$1.4M). 25 


 26 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington is mainly due to decreased 27 


spending in 2023 on project #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service 28 


Transformer Replacement (-$45.1M) and the planned completion of project #80126 Darlington 29 


Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement in 2022 (-$27.0M). 30 
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The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 1 


due to decreased spending on project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine  2 


(-$11.3M) following planned completion of the first phase of commissioning in 2022. 3 


 4 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering is primarily due to planned 5 


completion of project #40972 Pickering A Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades and 6 


#83061 Pickering Stator Cooling Water Alkalization and Make-up Deoxygenation in 2022, 7 


which is expected to be the final capital project prior to Pickering’s end of commercial 8 


operations. 9 


 10 


The above spending reductions on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) are partially offset by an 11 


increase in the unallocated portion of the nuclear project portfolio (+$35.5M), which reflects an 12 


expectation of yet to be approved new projects (Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and 5b) to support 13 


Darlington operations to end of station life.  14 


 15 


The increase in Darlington New Fuel (+$16.5M) in 2023 reflects the one-time full load of new 16 


fuel into Darlington Unit 3 prior to its return to service following refurbishment. There was no 17 


one-time full load of any reactor in 2022. 18 


 19 


2024 Plan versus 2023 Plan 20 


The increase in capital spending planned for 2024 compared to the 2023 plan (+$99.1M) is 21 


due to the recognition of the financial lease of the Darlington Water Treatment Plant in 2024 22 


(+$138.6M) as well as Minor Fixed Assets (+$8.2M) and Darlington New Fuel (+$0.4M). These 23 


increases are offset by decreases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$30.4M) and 24 


Operations and Project Support (-$2.8M) and Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$14.9M). 25 


 26 


The increase in Minor Fixed Asset spending is primarily due to increases in Minor Fixed Asset 27 


acquisitions in Operations and Project Support (+$8.0M; $7.8M for security-related assets), 28 


Pickering (+$0.1M), and Darlington (+$0.1M).  29 
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The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$30.4M) is primarily due to 1 


decreased spending in the following projects: 2 


• #84551 Darlington Motor Operated Valve Replacement (-$7.4M) 3 


• #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service Transformer Replacement  4 


(-$7.3M) 5 


• #31535 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Interconnections (-$5.7M) 6 


• #31706 Darlington Vapour Recovery Button-Up Valve Replacements (-$4.4M) 7 


• #83480 Darlington 4kV Motor Refurbishment and Replacement (-$4.1M) 8 


 9 


In addition to the reductions in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington, there is a decrease 10 


in the unallocated portion of the nuclear project portfolio (-$14.9M). The unallocated portion 11 


reflects an expectation of yet to be approved new projects (Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and 5b) to 12 


support Darlington operations to end of station life.  13 


 14 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 15 


due to the reduced spending on project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (-$2.7M). 16 


 17 


The Darlington Water Treatment Plant is discussed in Ex. D2-1-3.  18 


 19 


2025 Plan versus 2024 Plan 20 


The decrease in capital spending planned for 2025 compared to the 2024 plan (-$178.5M) is 21 


due to primarily to the Darlington Water Treatment Plant financial lease (-$138.6M), which was 22 


fully recognized in 2024.  In addition, there are planned decreases in Portfolio Projects 23 


(Allocated) at Darlington (-$46.9M), Darlington New Fuel (-$16.9M) and Minor Fixed Asset 24 


Acquisitions (-$10.6M). These decreases are partially offset by Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 25 


(+$33.1M) and Operations and Project Support (+$1.3M). 26 


 27 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$46.9M) is primarily due to 28 


planned year-over-year decreases in spending in the following projects: 29 


• #83053 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Powerhouse Upper Level Service 30 


Water Piping Replacement (-$9.3M) 31 
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• #80148 Darlington Nuclear Fuel Handling Control Computer Input/Output Subsystem 1 


(Multiplexer) and Inter-Processor Communication Replacement (-$7.3M) 2 


• #82886 Darlington Fuel Handling Motor Replacement (-$6.8M) 3 


• #84009 Darlington Air Operated Valve Replacement (-$6.4M) 4 


• #80036 Darlington R22 Refrigerant Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (-$6.4M) 5 


• #82842 Darlington Fuelling Handling Trolley Major Auxiliary Component Replacement  6 


(-$5.5M) 7 


• #84235 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Liquid Relief Valves Modification 8 


(Waterhammer) (-$5.1M) 9 


 10 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 11 


due to planned increases in spending on project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine 12 


(+$1.3M) to complete the final phase of commissioning. 13 


 14 


The above reductions in spending on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) are partially offset by an 15 


increased unallocated portion of the nuclear project portfolio (+$34.0M) which reflects 16 


expected new projects (Ex. D2-1-3, Table 5a and 5b) to support Darlington operations to end 17 


of station life.  18 


 19 


The decrease in Darlington New Fuel (-$16.9M) is due to completion of the one-time, full load 20 


of new fuel (Ex. F2-5-1) into Darlington Unit 1 in 2024 with no fuel loading planned for 2025. 21 


 22 


The decrease in Minor Fixed Asset spending is primarily due to decreases in Minor Fixed Asset 23 


acquisitions in Operations and Project Support (-$9.9M) and at Pickering (-$0.8M), offset by a 24 


slight increase at Darlington (+$0.1M). 25 


 26 


2026 Plan versus 2025 Plan 27 


The decrease in capital spending planned for 2026 compared to the 2025 plan (-$81.7M) is 28 


due to decreases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$79.5M), Portfolio Projects 29 


(Unallocated) (-$9.9M), Minor Fixed Asset Acquisitions (-$7.3M), and Operations and Project 30 


Support (-$3.1M), which are partially offset by an increase in Darlington New Fuel (+$18.1M). 31 
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The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$79.5M) is mainly due to the 1 


planned completion of project #83664 Darlington Unit 2 Turbine/Generator Electronic Controls 2 


and Generator Auxiliaries Upgrade in 2025 (-$47.7M), as well as decreases in 2026 spending 3 


on the following projects: 4 


• #83916 Darlington Fuel Handling Replacement of Fuelling Machine Calibration Facility  5 


(-$7.5M) 6 


• #83484 Darlington Isolated Phase Bus Refurbishment (-$6.5M) 7 


• #83297 Darlington Large Moderator Temperature Control Valve Replacement (-$6.1M) 8 


• #80036 Darlington R22 Refrigerant Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (-$3.4M) 9 


• #80150 Darlington Fire Resistant Fluid Pump Improvement (-$3.2M) 10 


• #83053 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Powerhouse Upper Level Service 11 


Water Piping Replacement (-$3.2M) 12 


• #31524 Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (-$3.2M) 13 


 14 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 15 


due to planned decreases in spending on project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine 16 


(-$3.1M) following the planned completion of the project in 2025. 17 


 18 


The increase in Darlington New Fuel (+$18.1M) is due to the one-time, full loading of new fuel 19 


into Darlington Unit 4.  20 


 21 


OPG expects the number of new but not yet approved projects required to support operations 22 


at Darlington post-refurbishment to decline, which is reflected in the decreased  unallocated 23 


portion of the nuclear project portfolio (-$9.9M). 24 


 25 


The increase in Minor Fixed Asset spending is primarily due to decreases in Minor Fixed Asset 26 


acquisitions in Operations and Project Support (-$4.5M), and at Pickering (-$3.0M), offset by 27 


an increase at Darlington (+$0.1M).  28 
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5.0 PERIOD-OVER-PERIOD CHANGES – BRIDGE YEARS 1 


2021 Budget versus 2021 OEB Approved  2 


The increase in the 2021 Budget (+$208.2M) as compared to the 2021 OEB Approved amount 3 


is primarily due to increases in planned spending in Darlington (+$326.5M), Operations and 4 


Project Support (+$61.9M), Pickering (+$9.3M), Pickering Extended Operations (+$2.9M); and 5 


Minor Fixed Assets (+$4.7M).  This is partly offset by a reduction in Portfolio Projects 6 


(Unallocated) (-$197.1M). 7 


 8 


As discussed in Section 3.1 above, there are a number of reasons driving the increase in 9 


Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington.  New projects account for the majority of the 10 


variance (+$242.7M) between the 2021 Budget and the 2021 OEB Approved.  The top five 11 


new projects, which account for 43% of the new project variance, are as follows: 12 


• #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service Transformer Replacement 13 


(+$34.4M) 14 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$26.3M) 15 


• #83664 Darlington Unit 2 Turbine/Generator Electronic Controls and Generator Auxiliaries 16 


Upgrade (+$15.8M) 17 


• #80122 Darlington Main Power Output Protection System Replacement (+$14.4M) 18 


• #83053 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Powerhouse Upper Level Service 19 


Water Piping Replacement (+$12.8M) 20 


 21 


Ongoing projects from EB-2016-0152 at Darlington account for +$83.9M of the variance.  The 22 


following five ongoing projects account for 51% of the ongoing project variance: 23 


• #31524 Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (+$12.7M) 24 


• #31535 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Interconnections (+$10.9M) 25 


• #31544 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment Obsolescence (+$8.9M) 26 


• #80022 Darlington OH180 Aging Management Hardware Installation (+$6.0M) 27 


• #80036 Darlington R22 Refrigerant Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (+$4.6M) 28 


 29 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is entirely due 30 


to new projects.  The top five projects account for 93% of the variance as follows: 31 
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• #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (RDM) (+$36.8M) 1 


• #82929 Security Project B (+$9.8M) 2 


• #84140 Pickering Circumferential Wet Scrape Tool (CWEST) Enhancements (+$6.8M) 3 


• #82930 Security Project C (+$3.5M) 4 


• #84888 Inspection and Reactor Innovation (IRI) Steam Generator Manipulator and 5 


Automated Tube Plug (+$2.8M) 6 


 7 


In EB-2016-0152, there were no capital projects or Minor Fixed Assets included in the 8 


Pickering Extended Operations (“PEXT”) initiative.  Subsequent to that filing, it was determined 9 


that certain projects met capitalization eligibility criteria.2 In 2021, this is resulting in the +$2.9M 10 


variance to the 2021 OEB Approved budget for the following projects:. 11 


• #84653 PEXT Pickering PA Standby Generator Shaft Driven Fuel Pump Installation 12 


(+$1.5M) 13 


• #84794 PEXT Spacer Location and Relocation (SLAR) System Sustainability (+$0.4M) 14 


• #84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (+$0.4M) 15 


• #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (Capital) (+$0.3M) 16 


• #84549 PEXT Universal Delivery Machine (UDM) East Annex Operations and 17 


Maintenance Area (+$0.3M) 18 


• #84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South (+$0.1M) 19 


 20 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering is due to project #40972 Pickering 21 


PA Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades (+$3.1M and a number of Tier 3 projects. 22 


 23 


The increase in planned Minor Fixed Asset acquisitions (+$4.7M) is primarily due to the 24 


following: 25 


• Acquisition of additional tooling for Inspection and Reactor Innovation (+$3.1M) 26 


• Acquisition of tooling at Pickering (+$1.5M) 27 


• Acquisitions in support of Nuclear Training transferred from Corporate (+$0.4M)  28 


                                                 
2 In EB-2016-0151, Ex. L.-6.5-1 Staff-119, OPG noted that as the work program associated with Pickering Extended 


Operations progressed and the scope of specific modifications was defined, it would be determined if a project 
met the capitalization criteria.  
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• Reduction in Minor Fixed Asset tools purchased at Darlington (-$1.3M) 1 


 2 


The reduction in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) reflects a more detailed scoping of the 2021 3 


portfolio of approved projects compared to the scope known at the time of the EB-2016-0152 4 


submission. Increases shown in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) corresponds to the increased 5 


definition of 2021 Portfolio Projects.  6 


 7 


2021 Budget versus 2020 Budget 8 


The planned spending in 2021 is increased (+$6.5M) compared to the 2020 Budget. Increases 9 


in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$50.8M), Operations and Project Support 10 


(+$15.3M) and Minor Fixed Asset acquisitions ($2.0M) are offset by decreases in Portfolio 11 


Projects (Allocated) at Pickering (-$17.7M), Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$28.8M), and 12 


Pickering Extended Operations (-$15.1M). 13 


 14 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington is primarily due to new projects not 15 


listed in EB-2016-0152 (+$44.5M).  The top five new projects account for roughly all of the 16 


variance attributable to new projects as follows: 17 


• #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service Transformer Replacement 18 


(+$11.9M) 19 


• #83035 Darlington Powerhouse Upper Level Service Water Piping 20 


Replacement(+$10.6M)  21 


• #83480 Darlington 4kV Motor Refurbishment and Replacement (+$10.2M) 22 


• #84400 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment Obsolescence - Active Liquid Waste 23 


Liquid Effluent Monitor and Online Gas Chromatograph (+$6.0M) 24 


• #83298 Darlington Secondary System High Priority Control Value Replacement (+$5.8M) 25 


 26 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 27 


due to #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$11.1M) and #82929 Security Project B 28 


(+$6.5M) partially offset byt reductions in other projects.  29 
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The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering is primarily due to Projects #83072 1 


Pickering P58 Buried Blowdown Piping Replacement (-$7.1M), #40972 Pickering PA Standby 2 


Generator Reliability Upgrades (-$2.5M) and a number of smaller project variances as capital 3 


projects wind down in Pickering in advance of the end of commercial operations. 4 


 5 


The decrease in Pickering Extended Operations spending in 2021 compared to 2020  6 


(-$15.1M) reflects ramping down of spending towards the planned completion of the following 7 


capital projects:   8 


• #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (-$3.3M) 9 


• #84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (-$2.7M) 10 


• #84549 PEXT Universal Delivery Machine (UDM) East Annex Operations and 11 


Maintenance Area (-$2.1M) 12 


• #84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South (-$2.0M) 13 


• #84256 PEXT Algae Early Warning System (-$1.8M) 14 


• #84794 PEXT Spacer Location and Relocation (SLAR) System Sustainability (-$1.5M) 15 


• #84653 PEXT Pickering PA Standby Generator Shaft Driven Fuel Pump Installation (-16 


$1.3M) 17 


• #84603 PEXT Algae Mitigation Bubble Curtain (-$0.4M) 18 


 19 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) mainly reflects more detailed scoping of the 20 


portfolio in the 2020 Budget compared to the 2021 Budget as indicated by the increases in 21 


Portfolio Projects (Allocated). 22 


 23 


2020 Budget versus 2020 OEB Approved 24 


The increase in the 2020 Budget (+$122.6M) as compared to the 2020 OEB Approved amount 25 


is primarily due to increases in planned spending in Darlington (+$268.6M), Operations and 26 


Project Support (+$46.6M), Pickering (+$27.0M), Pickering Extended Operations (+$18.0M), 27 


and Minor Fixed Assets (+$2.6M).  These increases are partially offset by a reduction in 28 


Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$240.1M).  29 
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As discussed in Section 3.1 above, there are a number of reasons driving the increase in 1 


Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington.  Both new projects not listed in EB-2016-0152 2 


(+$201.7M) and existing Darlington projects (+$66.9M) account for the variance between the 3 


2020 Budget and the 2020 OEB Approved.   4 


 5 


The new Darlington projects that are the primary contributors to the variance are: 6 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$34.3M) 7 


• #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service Transformer Replacement 8 


(+$22.5M) 9 


• #83556 Darlington Turbine Hall Crane Controls Upgrade (+$14.6M) 10 


• #84799 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Rotor Inspect/Replace (+$10.7M) 11 


• #83664 Unit 2 Turbine/Generator Electronic Controls and Generator Auxiliaries Upgrade 12 


(+$10.4M) 13 


• #80122 Darlington Main Power Output Protection System Replacement (+$9.7M) 14 


• #83559 Darlington East Irradiated Fuel Bay Permanent Fuel Inspection Equipment 15 


(+$8.8M) 16 


• #83298 Darlington Secondary Systems High Priority Control Valve Replacements 17 


(+$6.9M) 18 


• #82947 Darlington Fuel Handling Head Major Component Replacement (+$6.8M) 19 


• #84009 Darlington Air Operated Valve Replacements (+$5.0M) 20 


 21 


Ongoing Darlington projects that are the primary contributors to the variance are:  22 


• #31524 Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (+$11.8M) 23 


• #80036 Darlington R22 Refrigerant Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (+$8.7M) 24 


• #80151 Darlington Fire Hazard Assessment and Fire Safe Shutdown Analysis 25 


Modifications (+$6.3M) 26 


• #80023 Darlington Steam Generator Level Control Valve Replacement (+$4.7M) 27 


• #31516 Darlington Station Fluorescent Lighting Fixtures Retrofit (+$4.4M) 28 


• #33819 Darlington Major Pump-sets Vibration Monitoring System Upgrades (+$4.3M) 29 


• #80022 Darlington OH180 Aging Management Hardware Installation ($3.7M) 30 
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• #31535 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Interconnections ($2.9M) 1 


• #31532 Darlington Powerhouse Water Air Condition Units Replacement ($2.7M) 2 


• #31544 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment Obsolescence ($2.7M) 3 


 4 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) of +$46.6M in Operations and Project Support is 5 


primarily driven by the following new projects: 6 


• #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$25.5M) 7 


• #84140 Pickering Circumferential Wet Scrape Tool (CWEST) Enhancements (+$7.5M) 8 


• #82930 Security Project C (+$3.5M) 9 


• #82929 Security Project B (+$3.3M) 10 


• #84888 IRI Steam Generator Manipulator and Automated Tube Plug (+$2.0M) 11 


 12 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering (+$27.0M) is primarily due to the 13 


following projects: 14 


• #83072 Pickering P58 Buried Boiler Blowdown Pipe Replacement (+$7.2M) 15 


• #40972 Pickering PA Standby Generator Reliability Upgrades (+$5.6M) 16 


• #84555 Pickering Unit 1and Unit 4 Third Power Supply Uninterruptible Power Supply 17 


Replacement (+$2.4M) 18 


• #49154 Pickering B Replacement of Obsolete Instrumentation and Control Equipment 19 


(+$1.7M) 20 


• #84511 Pickering Humidifier Condensate Return Line Modifications on MCR/CER HVAC 21 


(+1.6M) 22 


• #84501 Pickering RAB Active Drainage Sump Pump Mesh Screen Installation (+$1.5M) 23 


• #83038 Pickering P14 Digital Control Computer System Monitor (+$1.2M) 24 


• #80130 Pickering Emergency and Mobile Satellite Communication Systems Replacement 25 


(+$1.1M) 26 


• #83061 Pickering Stator Cooling Water Alkalization and Make-up Deoxygenation (+$1.0M) 27 


 28 


The following are the projects and Minor Fixed Asset amount that comprise the +$18.0M 29 


variance between the 2020 Budget and 2020 OEB Approved: 30 
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#83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (Capital) (+$3.5M) 1 


#84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (+$3.0M) 2 


#84653 PEXT PA Standby Generator Shaft Driven Fuel Pump Installation (+$2.8M) 3 


#84549 PEXT Universal Delivery Machine (UDM) East Annex Operations and Maintenance 4 


Area (+$2.3M) 5 


#84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South  (+$2.1M) 6 


#84794 PEXT Spacer Location and Relocation (SLAR) System Sustainability (+$1.9M) 7 


#84256 PEXT Algae Early Warning System  (+$1.8M) 8 


#84603 PEXT Algae Mitigation Bubble Curtain (+$0.4M) 9 


Additionally, there is +$0.4M in Pickering Extended Operations-specific Minor Fixed Asset 10 


acquisitions planned for 2020. 11 


 12 


The increase in planned Minor Fixed Asset acquisitions (+$2.6M) is primarily due to the 13 


following: 14 


• Acquisition of additional tooling for Inspection and Reactor Innovation (+$2.1M) 15 


• Acquisition of tooling at Pickering (+$0.4M) 16 


• Acquisitions in support of Nuclear Training transferred from Corporate (+$0.4M)  17 


• Reduction in Minor Fixed Asset tools purchased at Darlington (-$1.5M) 18 


 19 


The Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) primarily reflects the more detailed scoping of the portfolio 20 


in 2020 as reflected in the increases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) compared to the scope 21 


known at the time of the EB-2016-0152 submission. 22 


 23 


2020 Budget versus 2019 Actual 24 


The increase in planned spending in 2020 compared to actual spending in 2019 (+$5.7M) is 25 


due to planned increases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) (+34.1M), and Pickering Extended 26 


Operations (+$9.0M); offset by reductions in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$18.5M), 27 


Darlington New Fuel (-$16.8M) and Minor Fixed Assets (-$2.1M). 28 


  29 
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The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) is due to planned increases in Darlington 1 


(+$28.4M) and Operations and Project Support (+$17.4M) offset by reduced spending at 2 


Pickering (-$11.6M). 3 


 4 


The increase in planned spending at Darlington is due to 73 projects with increased year-over-5 


year spending (+$140.9M), largely offset by 59 projects with lower year-over-year spending  6 


(-$112.5M).  Notable period-over-period variances include: 7 


• #83296 Darlington Main Output Transformer and Unit Service Transformer Replacement 8 


(+$18.6M) 9 


• #83664 Darlington Unit 2 Turbine/Generator Electronic Controls and Generator Auxiliaries 10 


Upgrade (+$10.4M) 11 


• #31544 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment Obsolescence (+$8.2M) 12 


• #82947 Darlington Fuel Handling Head Major Component Replacement (+$6.4M) 13 


• #80023 Darlington Steam Generator Level Control Valve Replacement (+$6.3M) 14 


• #83298 Darlington Secondary System High Priority Control Valve Replacement (+$6.0M) 15 


• #80036 Darlington R22 Refrigerant Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (+$6.0M) 16 


• #83559 Darlington East Irradiated Fuel Bay Permanent Fuel Inspection Equipment 17 


(+$5.7M) 18 


• #84009 Darlington Air Operated Valve Replacement (+$5.0M) 19 


• #83556 Darlington Turbine Hall Crane Controls Upgrade (+$4.6M) 20 


 21 


The increase in planned spending in Operations and Project Support is primarily due to 22 


projects #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$13.5M), and #84140 Pickering 23 


Circumferential Wet Scrape Tool (CWEST) Enhancements (+$7.4M). 24 


 25 


The $9.0M increase in spending on Pickering Extended Operations between 2020 Budget and 26 


2019 Actuals is due primarily to the following projects: 27 


• #84653 PEXT PA Standby Generator Shaft Driven Fuel Pump Installation (+$2.6M) 28 


• #84549 PEXT Universal Delivery Machine (UDM) East Annex Operations and 29 


Maintenance Area (+$2.3M) 30 


• #84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (+$1.4M) 31 
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• #84794 PEXT Spacer Location and Relocation (SLAR) System Sustainability (+$1.3M) 1 


• #84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South (+$1.2M) 2 


• #84256 PEXT Algae Early Warning System (+$0.7M) 3 


• #84603 PEXT Algae Mitigation Bubble Curtain (+$0.4M) 4 


• #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (Capital) (-$0.8M) 5 


 6 


There was no budgeted amount for Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) in 2019 as all capital 7 


expenditures were part of the Portfolio Projects (Allocated).  The Portfolio Projects 8 


(Unallocated) in 2020 is -$18.5M, which indicates that the nuclear project portfolio is 9 


oversubscribed. 10 


 11 


The decrease in planned spending at Pickering is due primarily to the completion of Project 12 


#83668 Pickering High Pressure Turbine Spindle Capital Spares (-$10.7M) in 2019. 13 


 14 


The reduction in Darlington New Fuel is due to no new fuel loading being scheduled in 2020 15 


compared to 2019. 16 


 17 


6.0 PERIOD-OVER-PERIOD CHANGES – HISTORICAL YEARS 18 


 19 


2019 Actual versus 2019 OEB Approved 20 


The increase in spending in 2019 compared to the OEB Approved (+112.9M) is due to 21 


increased spending on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$188.9M), Pickering 22 


(+38.6M), Operations and Project Support (+$29.2M), Pickering Extended Operations 23 


(+$9.0M); and Darlington New Fuel (+$1.5M), which is partly offset by reductions in Portfolio 24 


Projects (Unallocated) (-$159.4M). 25 


 26 


Approximately 69% of the increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending at Darlington 27 


(+$188.9M) was driven by new projects started since EB-2016-0152 (+$130.2M).  The primary 28 


contributors to this variance are the following projects: 29 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$40.9M) 30 


• #84799 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Rotor Inspect/Replace (+$10.6M) 31 
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• #83556 Darlington Turbine Hall Crane Controls Upgrade (+$10.0M) 1 


• #83049 Darlington Copper Piping Replacement (+$9.9M) 2 


• #80122 Darlington Main Power Output Protection System Replacement (+$9.5M) 3 


 4 


The total variance for ongoing projects in Darlington from EB-2016-0152 (+$58.8M) is primarily 5 


due to the following projects: 6 


• #31524 Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (+$15.2M),  7 


• #31710 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Replacement (+$10.0M), 8 


• #31426 Darlington Fuel Handling Inverter Replacement (+$6.3M), 9 


• #31516 Darlington Station Fluorescent Lighting Fixtures Retrofit (+$4.8M), and 10 


• #31526 Darlington Feeder Scanner Replacement (Capital) (+$4.5M), 11 


as well as a number of smaller variances totalling +$94.2M.  12 


 13 


These increases are offset by reduced spending in projects #80111 Darlington Generator 14 


Stator Core Capital Spare (-$15.0M), #31544 Darlington Radiation Detection Equipment 15 


Obsolescence (-$8.3M), and #31528 Darlington Permanent Detectors for Startup 16 


Instrumentation (-$2.3M) as well as a number of smaller variances for a total of (-$35.4M). 17 


 18 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering is primarily due to the following 19 


projects: 20 


• #83668 Pickering High Pressure Turbine Spindle Capital Spares (+$10.7M) 21 


• #83072 Pickering P58 Buried Boiler Blowdown Pipe Replacement (+$7.0M) 22 


• #40972 Pickering PA Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades (+$4.6M) 23 


• #40691 Pickering PB Emergency Power Generator and Main Output Power Protective 24 


Relay Replacement (+$4.2M) 25 


• #84861 Pickering A Emergency Service Water Pumps Replacement (+$2.9M) 26 


 27 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) in Operations and Project Support is primarily 28 


driven by the following projects: 29 


• #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$12.1M) 30 


• #82929 Security Project B (+$6.4M) 31 
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• #82930 Security Project C (+$5.2M) 1 


 2 


The reduction in the Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$159.7M) reflects the shift of capital 3 


expenditures from Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) to Portfolio Projects (Allocated), which is 4 


shown by the increased amounts in Portfolio Projects (Allocated). 5 


 6 


The increase in the actual 2019 cost of the Darlington New Fuel for Unit 2 (+$1.5M) compared 7 


to forecast is due to higher costs for the one-time full load of new fuel into Darlington Unit 2 8 


prior to return to service following the refurbishment of the reactor.  9 


 10 


The +$9.0M variance from the 2019 OEB Approved budget is primarily attributable to the 11 


following projects:  12 


• #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (Capital) (+$4.4M) 13 


• #84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (+$1.6M) 14 


• #84256 PEXT Algae Early Warning System (+$1.1M) 15 


• #84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South (+$0.9M) 16 


 17 


2019 Actual versus 2018 Actual  18 


The increase in spending in 2019 compared to 2018 (+$13.4M) is due to increased spending 19 


on Darlington New Fuel (+$16.8M), Pickering Extended Operations (+$6.2M), and Minor Fixed 20 


Assets (+$2.4M) offset by a decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) (-$12.0M). 21 


 22 


A period-over-period variance for Darlington New Fuel is due to new fuel loading in 2019 six 23 


months prior to the completion of refurbishment of Unit 2 in 2020.  There was no new fuel 24 


loading in 2018. 25 


 26 


The +$6.2M variance between 2019 Actual and 2018 Actual for Pickering Extended Opertions 27 


is primarily attributable to the following projects: 28 


• #84229 PEXT Emergency Power Generator 3 Permanent Installation (+$1.6M) 29 


• #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project (+$1.6M) 30 


• #84256 PEXT Algae Early Warning System (+$1.1M) 31 
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• #84792 PEXT Firewater Buried Ring Header South (+$0.9M) 1 


 2 


The increase in Minor Fixed Asset spending is due to increased spending on Security-related 3 


equipment partially offset by reduced spending in Inspection and Reactor Innovation. 4 


 5 


The decrease in spending on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) is due to reduced spending at 6 


Pickering (-$7.4M), and Operations and Project Support (-$10.1M), offset by Darlington 7 


(+$5.5M). 8 


 9 


Notable period-over-period variances in Pickering spending include: 10 


• #83088 Pickering PA Low Pressure Feedwater Heat Exchanger Replacement (-$6.3M) 11 


• #83061 Pickering Stator Cooling Water Alkalization and Make-up Deoxygenation (-$3.5M) 12 


• #40691 Pickering PB Emergency Power Generator and Main Output Power Protective 13 


Relay Replacement (-$2.6M) 14 


• #40985 Pickering Replacement of Obsolete Online Chemistry Analysers (-$1.4M) 15 


• #41027 Pickering Fukushima Phase 2 Beyond Design Basis Event Emergency Mitigation 16 


Equipment (-$1.1M) 17 


• #49298 Pickering PA Replacement of Unit 1, Unit 4 and Irradiated Fuel Bay A Stack 18 


Monitors (-$1.0M) 19 


• #80130 Pickering Emergency and Mobile Satellite Communication Systems Replacement 20 


(-$1.0M) 21 


• #40972 Pickering PA Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades (+$4.4M) 22 


• #83072 Pickering P58 Buried Blowdown Piping Replacement (+$4.4M) 23 


• #84861 Pickering PA Emergency Service Water Pumps Replacement (+$2.9M) 24 


• #84501 Pickering Reactor Auxiliary Bay Active Drainage Sump Pump Mesh Screen 25 


Installation (+$1.2M) 26 


 27 


Notable projects contributing to the iincrease in spending at Darlington is due to the following: 28 


• #84799 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Rotor Inspect/Replace (+$10.6M) 29 


• #31524 Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (+$10.4M) 30 


• #80122 Darlington Main Power Output Protection System Replacement (+$9.1M) 31 
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• #83556 Darlington Turbine Hall Crane Controls Upgrade (+$9.1M) 1 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$6.6M) 2 


• #31710 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Replacement (-$11.5M) 3 


• #83035 Darlington Powerhouse Upper Level Service Water Piping Replacement (-$7.3M) 4 


• #31532 Darlington Powerhouse Water Air Conditioning Unit Replacement (-$6.7M) 5 


• #83049 Darlington Copper Piping Replacement (-$6.0M) 6 


• #73566 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor Replacement (-$5.0M) 7 


 8 


The decrease in Operations and Project Support spending (-$10.1M) is due primarily to project 9 


#83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (-$9.3M), owing to the 2019 portion of the $16M 10 


write-off for the project. 11 


 12 


2018 Actual versus 2018 OEB Approved 13 


The increase in spending in 2018 compared to 2018 OEB Approved (+$123.9M) is due to 14 


increased spending on the Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$145.1M), Pickering 15 


(+$44.0M), Operations and Project Support (+$24.9M), Pickering Extended Operations 16 


(+$2.8M), and Minor Fixed Assets (+$1.7M) partially offset by reduction in Portfolio Projects 17 


(Unallocated) (-$94.6M). 18 


 19 


Increases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending at Darlington (+$145.1M) are due in large 20 


part to the following projects: 21 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$22.8M) 22 


• #83049 Darlington Copper Piping Replacement (+$15.9M) 23 


• #80111 Darlington Generator Stator Core Spare (+$13.7M) 24 


• #31710 Darlington Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Replacement (+$10.8M) 25 


 26 


Additionally, a portion of the increase (+$74.8M) is due to the start of new projects. Primary 27 


contributors to this variance are the following projects: 28 


• #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$22.8M) 29 


• #83049 Darlington Copper Piping Replacement (+$15.9M) 30 
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• #83035 Darlington Powerhouse Upper Level Service Water Piping Replacement (+$9.1M, 1 


not listed in EB-2016-0152) 2 


• #84235 DNR0 Primary Heat Transport Liquid Relief Valves Modifications (Waterhammer) 3 


(+$7.1M) 4 


 5 


The increase in the Project Portfolio (Allocated) at Pickering (+$44.0M) is due in large part to 6 


project #83668 Pickering High Pressure Turbine Spindle Capital Spares (+$10.7M) and project 7 


#83088 Pickering A Low Pressure Feedwater Heat Exchanger Replacement (+$7.1M), which 8 


were both not identified until after the OEB submission. 9 


 10 


Project #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project resulted in a +$2.8M increase in 2018 11 


Pickering Extended Operations capital spending. 12 


 13 


The increase in Operations and Project Support Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending 14 


(+$24.9M) is primarily due to projects #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$7.5M), 15 


#82930 Security Project C (+$6.4M), and #82929 Security Project B (+$6.0M). 16 


 17 


The reduction in the Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$94.6M) reflects the shift of capital 18 


expenditures from Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) to Portfolio Projects (Allocated) as indicated 19 


by the increased spending in Portfolio Projects (Allocated). 20 


 21 


2018 Actual versus 2017 Actual 22 


The increase in 2018 spending compared to 2017 (+$27.6M) is due to increased spending on 23 


Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$49.4M), Pickering Extended Operations 24 


(+$2.8M), Operations and Project Support (+11.1M) and Minor Fixed Assets (+$2.0M) which 25 


is offset by reduced spending on Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering (-$36.7M), and 26 


Darlington Spacer Retrieval (-$1.0M). 27 


 28 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending at Darlington (+$49.4M) is mainly due 29 


to project #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 Replacement (+$33.3M) 30 
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and project #83049 Darlington Copper Piping Replacement (+$12.4M) both of which started 1 


execution in 2018. 2 


 3 


Project #83965 PEXT Fire Water Supply Project resulted in a +$2.8M increase in 2018 4 


Pickering Extended Operations capital spending. 5 


 6 


Decreases in Pickering Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending (-$36.7M) are mainly due to two 7 


Fukushima projects #41027 Pickering Fukushima Phase 2 Beyond Design Basis Event 8 


Emergency Mitigation Equipment (-$18.3M), and #49158 Pickering PB Fukushima Phase 1 9 


Beyond Design Basis Event Emergency Mitigation Equipment (-$10.1M) that were placed  in-10 


service in 2017. 11 


 12 


The increase in Operations and Project Support (+$11.1M) is due mainly to project #83039 13 


Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$9.8M). 14 


 15 


2017 Actual versus 2017 OEB Approved 16 


The increase in spending in 2017 compared to 2017 OEB Approved (+$75.2M) is due to 17 


increased spending on the Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$56.4M), Pickering 18 


(+$61.2M), Operations and Project Support (+$11.9M), and Darlington Spacer retrieval 19 


(+$0.8M).  This increase is partially offset by the reductions in Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 20 


(-$48.8M) and Minor Fixed Assets spending (-$6.2M). 21 


 22 


Increases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending at Darlington (+$56.4M) is primarily due to 23 


ramp-up of capital spend of project #73566 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor 24 


Replacement (+$25.3M), and project #31508 Darlington Fukushima Phase 1 Beyond Design 25 


Basis Event Emergency Mitigation (+$17.7M).  Additionally, a portion of the increase is due to 26 


the start of new projects, notably project #84235 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Liquid 27 


Relief Valves Modifications (Waterhammer) (+$13.1M), and project #83035 Darlington 28 


Powerhouse Upper Level Service Water Piping Replacement (+$7.8M).  29 


 30 
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Increases in Pickering Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending (+$61.2M) is primarily due to two 1 


Fukushima-related projects #41027 Pickering Fukushima Phase 2 Beyond Design Basis Event 2 


Emergency Mitigation Equipment (+$14.7M), and #49158 Pickering B Fukushima Phase 1 3 


Beyond Design Basis Event Emergency Mitigation Equipment (+$7.6M), as well as the 4 


reclassification of project #83088 Pickering A Low Pressure Feedwater Heat Exchanger 5 


Replacement (+$11.7M) from the OM&A Portfolio to Capital.  The remaining variance is due 6 


to 45 projects, each with variances below $5.0M. 7 


 8 


Increases in Operations and Project Support Portfolio Projects (Allocated) (+$11.9M) is due 9 


primarily to projects #66600 Pickering Machine Delivered Scrape (+$3.0M), #83051 Darlington 10 


Feeder and Fuel Channel Baseline Inspections (+$2.9M), #66594 Inspection and Maintenance 11 


Services CIGAR (Channel Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors) Gap System and 12 


Drive Reliability (+$1.9M), #82930 Security Project C (+$1.8M), and #83039 Darlington Rapid 13 


Delivery Machine (+$1.3M). 14 


 15 


The reduction in the Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) (-$48.8M) reflects the shift of capital 16 


expenditures from Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) to Portfolio Projects (Allocated) as indicated 17 


by the increases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated). 18 


 19 


2017 Actual versus 2016 Actual 20 


The increase in 2017 spending compared to 2016 (+$53.9M) is due to increased spending on 21 


Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (+$51.9M), Pickering (+$1.5M) and Operations and 22 


Project Support (+$7.6M), which is slightly offset by reduced spending on Darlington Spacer 23 


Retrieval (-$3.8M) and Minor Fixed Asset (-$3.3M).  24 


 25 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) spending at Darlington (+$51.9M) is primarily due 26 


to the ramp-up of capital spending to replace expired and obsolete equipment. Notable 27 


increases include project #73566 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor 28 


Replacement (+$11.0M), project #84235 Darlington Primary Heat Transport Liquid Relief 29 


Valves Modifications (Waterhammer) (+$9.9M), project #31508 Darlington Fukushima Phase 30 
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1 Beyond Design Basis Event Emergency Mitigation (+$9.0M), and project #83035 Darlington 1 


Powerhouse Upper Level Service Water Piping Replacement (+$7.4M).  2 


 3 


The increase in Operations and Project Support Portfolio Projects (Allocated) (+$7.6M) is due 4 


primarily to project #83039 Darlington Rapid Delivery Machine (+$11.1M), primarily offset by 5 


project #25918 Darlington Sally Port Physical Barrier Installation (-$3.9M). 6 


 7 


The decrease in Darlington Spacer Retrieval (-$3.8M) is due to the ramp down of spending as 8 


the project neared completion in 2017. 9 


 10 


2016 Actual versus 2016 Budget 11 


The decrease in spending in 2016 compared to 2016 OEB Budget (-$52.5M) is due to 12 


decreased spending on the Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$33.0M), Pickering  13 


(-$7.5M), Minor Fixed Assets (-$7.9M), and Darlington Spacer Retrieval (-$1.4M), as well as 14 


the shift of capital expenditures from Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) to Portfolio Projects 15 


(Allocated) (-$4.8M).  This decrease is slightly offset by an increase in Portfolio Projects 16 


(Allocated) spending for Operations and Project Support (+$2.1M). 17 


 18 


The decrease in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Darlington (-$33.0M) is due to project #31524 19 


Darlington Station Roofs Replacement (-$9.9M) where spending was delayed because the 20 


project was deferred in 2014 and only restarted in 2016, project #31535 Darlington Water 21 


Treatment Plant Replacement (-$6.5M), which was deferred to re-evaluate the strategy for 22 


replacement, and project #80126 Darlington Emergency Power Generator 1 and 2 23 


Replacement (-$6.4M), which was deferred to a 2017 start date. 24 


 25 


Decreases in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) at Pickering (-$7.5M) are mainly due to projects 26 


#40972 Pickering PA Standby Generators Reliability Upgrades (-$5.2M) due to modifications, 27 


and project #80069 PA Firewater Buried Ring Header Replacement (North Loop) (-$5.3M), 28 


which deferred construction work to later years.  29 
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The decrease in Darlington Spacer Retrieval (-$0.7M) is due to completion of the 2016 scope 1 


of work under-budget. 2 


 3 


The increase in Portfolio Projects (Allocated) Operations and Project Support ($2.1M) is due 4 


to project #25918 Darlington Sally Port Physical Barrier Installation (+$4.9M), which was offset 5 


by project #80027 Security and Emergency Services (“SES”) Station Personnel Emergency 6 


Accounting (-$3.3M) and other minor variances. 7 





		1.0 PURPOSE
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Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
No. Category Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


1 Operations Capital 300.5 354.3 381.9 395.3 401.0 407.5 413.0 382.3 481.4 302.9 221.2


2 Darlington Refurbishment Capital 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


3 Total Nuclear Capital 300.5 354.3 381.9 395.3 401.0 407.5 413.0 382.3 481.4 302.9 221.2


Table 1
Capital Expenditures Summary - Nuclear ($M)
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Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026


No. Category Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
1   Darlington NGS 170.8 222.6 272.0 277.6 305.9 356.7 361.1 291.8 261.3 214.4 134.9
2   Pickering NGS 81.2 82.7 46.1 38.6 27.0 9.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


3   Operations and Project Support 20.6 28.2 39.3 29.2 46.6 61.9 18.8 4.6 1.8 3.1 0.0


4 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 272.6 333.5 357.4 345.4 379.5 427.9 380.4 296.3 263.2 217.5 134.9


5 Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (18.5) (47.4) 13.0 48.5 33.6 66.7 56.9


6 Subtotal Project Capital (Portfolio) 272.6 333.5 357.4 345.4 361.0 380.6 393.3 344.8 296.7 284.2 191.8


7 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.5 16.9 0.0 18.1
8 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 138.6 0.0 0.0


9 Darlington Spacer Retrieval1 4.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


10 Pickering Extended Operations 0.0 0.0 2.8 9.0 18.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


11 Minor Fixed Assets2 23.1 19.8 21.7 24.1 22.0 24.1 19.6 21.0 29.2 18.7 11.4


12 Total Nuclear Operations Capital 300.5 354.3 381.9 395.3 401.0 407.5 413.0 382.3 481.4 302.9 221.2


Notes  
1
2 Includes expenditures for Pickering Extended Operations of $1.4M in 2018; $0.6M in 2019, $0.4M in 2020 and $0.4M in 2021. Pickering Extended Operations is CRVA eligible.


Table 2
Capital Expenditures Summary - Nuclear Operations ($M)


Project  #82949 DN X-750 Spacer Retrieval CMFA. This is a CRVA eligible project.
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Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026


No. Project Category Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Plan Plan Plan 1 Plan Plan
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
1   Regulatory 79.0 105.8 77.1 72.7 71.3 51.6 57.4 34.8 38.3 24.0 17.8
2   Sustaining 182.0 219.9 278.2 272.1 308.2 376.4 323.0 261.5 363.5 193.6 117.1
3   Value Enhancing / Strategic 11.6 7.8 2.1 0.6 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


4 Total 272.6 333.5 357.4 345.4 379.5 427.9 380.4 296.3 401.8 217.5 134.9


Notes   
1 Includes Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease (2024)


Table 3


Capital Expenditures Summary - Nuclear Operations Portfolio Projects (Allocated) ($M) 1


By Project Category
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Line 2016 (c)-(a) 2016 (g)-(c) 2017 (g)-(e) 2017 (k)-(g) 2018 (k)-(i) 2018
No. Business Unit Budget Change Actual Change OEB Approved1 Change Actual Change OEB Approved1 Change Actual


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
1   Darlington NGS 203.8 (33.0) 170.8 51.9 166.2 56.4 222.6 49.4 127.0 145.1 272.0
2   Pickering NGS 88.7 (7.5) 81.2 1.5 21.6 61.2 82.7 (36.7) 2.0 44.0 46.1
3   Operations and Project Support 18.6 2.1 20.6 7.6 16.3 11.9 28.2 11.1 14.4 24.9 39.3
4 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 311.0 (38.4) 272.6 60.9 204.1 129.5 333.5 23.8 143.4 214.0 357.4


5 Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 4.8 (4.8) 0.0 0.0 48.8 (48.8) 0.0 0.0 94.6 (94.6) 0.0


6 Subtotal Project Capital (Portfolio) 315.8 (43.2) 272.6 60.9 252.9 80.6 333.5 23.8 238.0 119.4 357.4


7 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 Darlington Spacer Retrieval 2, 3 6.2 (1.4) 4.8 (3.8) 0.2 0.8 1.0 (1.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0


10 Pickering Extended Operations 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 2.8 2.8


11 Minor Fixed Assets 31.0 (7.9) 23.1 (3.3) 26.0 (6.2) 19.8 2.0 20.0 1.7 21.7


12 Total Nuclear Operations Capital 353.0 (52.5) 300.5 53.9 279.1 75.2 354.3 27.6 258.0 123.9 381.9


Line 2018 (e)-(a) 2019 (e)-(c) 2019 (i)-(e) 2020 (i)-(g) 2020 (k)-(i) 2021
No. Business Unit Actual Change OEB Approved1 Change Actual Change OEB Approved1 Change Budget Change Budget


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
13   Darlington NGS 272.0 5.5 88.6 188.9 277.6 28.4 37.4 268.6 305.9 50.8 356.7
14   Pickering NGS 46.1 (7.4) 0.0 38.6 38.6 (11.6) 0.0 27.0 27.0 (17.7) 9.3
15   Operations and Project Support 39.3 (10.1) 0.0 29.2 29.2 17.4 0.0 46.6 46.6 15.3 61.9
16 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 357.4 (12.0) 88.6 256.8 345.4 34.1 37.4 342.1 379.5 48.4 427.9


17 Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 0.0 0.0 159.4 (159.4) 0.0 (18.5) 221.6 (240.1) (18.5) (28.8) (47.4)


18 Subtotal Project Capital (Portfolio) 357.4 (12.0) 248.0 97.4 345.4 15.6 259.0 102.0 361.0 19.6 380.6


19 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 16.8 15.3 1.5 16.8 (16.8) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 Darlington Spacer Retrieval 2, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 Pickering Extended Operations 3 2.8 6.2 0.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 18.0 18.0 (15.1) 2.9


 
23 Minor Fixed Assets 21.7 2.4 19.1 5.0 24.1 (2.1) 19.5 2.6 22.0 2.0 24.1


24 Total Nuclear Operations Capital 381.9 13.4 282.4 112.9 395.3 5.7 278.5 122.6 401.0 6.5 407.5


Notes
1


2
3 OEB Approved amounts for Darlington Spacer Retrieval and Pickering Extended Operations per EB-2016-0152, Ex. L-04.1 Staff -024


Project  #82949 DN X-750 Spacer Retrieval CMFA.


Table 4a
Comparison of Capital Expenditures - Nuclear Operations ($M)


Amounts per EB-2016-0152, Ex. D2-1-2 Table 4 with exception of 2017 and 2018 Projects Portfolio (Allocated) that have been adjusted for reclassification of projects from Darlington to Operations and Project Support. 
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Line 2021 (c)-(a) 2021 (e)-(c) 2022 (g)-(e) 2023 (i)-(g) 2024 (k)-(i) 2025
No. Business Unit OEB Approved1 Change Budget Change Plan Change Plan Change Plan Change Plan


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
25   Darlington NGS 30.2 326.5 356.7 4.4 361.1 (69.4) 291.8 (30.4) 261.3 (46.9) 214.4
26   Pickering NGS 0.0 9.3 9.3 (8.9) 0.4 (0.4) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27   Operations and Project Support 0.0 61.9 61.9 (43.0) 18.8 (14.3) 4.6 (2.8) 1.8 1.3 3.1
28 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 30.2 397.7 427.9 (47.6) 380.4 (84.0) 296.3 (33.2) 263.2 (45.6) 217.5


29 Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 149.8 (197.1) (47.4) 60.4 13.0 35.5 48.5 (14.9) 33.6 33.1 66.7


30 Subtotal Project Capital (Portfolio) 180.0 200.6 380.6 12.8 393.3 (48.5) 344.8 (48.1) 296.7 (12.5) 284.2


31 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.5 16.5 0.4 16.9 (16.9) 0.0
32 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 138.6 138.6 (138.6) 0.0
33 Darlington Spacer Retrieval 2, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


34 Pickering Extended Operations 3 0.0 2.9 2.9 (2.9) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


35 Minor Fixed Assets 19.3 4.7 24.1 (4.4) 19.6 1.4 21.0 8.2 29.2 (10.6) 18.7


36 Total Nuclear Operations Capital 199.3 208.2 407.5 5.4 413.0 (30.6) 382.3 99.1 481.4 (178.5) 302.9


Line 2025 (c)-(a) 2026
No. Business Unit Plan Change Plan


(a) (b) (c)


Portfolio Projects (Allocated)
37   Darlington NGS 214.4 (79.5) 134.9
38   Pickering NGS 0.0 0.0 0.0
39   Operations and Project Support 3.1 (3.1) 0.0
40 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 217.5 (82.6) 134.9


41 Portfolio Projects (Unallocated) 66.7 (9.9) 56.9


42 Subtotal Project Capital (Portfolio) 284.2 (92.5) 191.8


43 Darlington New Fuel 0.0 18.1 18.1
44 Darlington Water Treatment Plant Lease 0.0 0.0 0.0
45 Darlington Spacer Retrieval 2 0.0 0.0 0.0


46 Pickering Extended Operations 0.0 0.0 0.0


47 Minor Fixed Assets 18.7 (7.3) 11.4


48 Total Nuclear Operations Capital 302.9 (81.7) 221.2


Notes
1


2
3 OEB Approved amounts for Darlington Spacer Retrieval and Pickering Extended Operations per EB-2016-0152, Ex. L-04.1 Staff -024


Table 4b
Comparison of Capital Expenditures - Nuclear Operations ($M)


Amounts per EB-2016-0152, Ex. D2-1-2 Table 4 with exception of 2017 and 2018 Projects Portfolio (Allocated) that have been adjusted for reclassification of projects from Darlington to Operations and Project Support. 
Project  #82949 DN X-750 Spacer Retrieval CMFA.
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PROJECT AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT - NUCLEAR 1 


 2 


1.0 PURPOSE 3 


This evidence provides an overview of the nuclear operations project portfolio and other 4 


related project work. The project portfolio includes project OM&A, which forms part of the 5 


overall OM&A amounts in the revenue requirement, and project capital, which is included in 6 


rate base when projects are completed and placed into service. This evidence discusses: 7 


• Section 2.0: The nuclear operations project portfolio including the forecast level of nuclear 8 


capital and project OM&A expenditures (excluding the Darlington Refurbishment Program 9 


(“DRP”)) in the test period. 10 


• Section 3.0: The process for managing this project portfolio including enhancements to the 11 


asset management and investment planning process, establishment of an Enterprise 12 


Project Management Office, and associated project management initiatives. 13 


• Section 4.0: The results of the Project and Modifications audit directed by the OEB in the 14 


EB-2016-0152 Decision and Order and OPG’s response.  15 


 16 


2.0 NUCLEAR OPERATIONS PROJECT PORTFOLIO  17 


OPG employs a portfolio management approach to assess, prioritize and deliver all nuclear 18 


operations projects (both project OM&A and capital). OPG seeks to continuously improve its 19 


portfolio management approach and has made significant changes since EB-2016-0152. 20 


Details of the processes are discussed in Section 3.0. 21 


 22 


OPG nuclear projects within the portfolio are developed to meet regulatory commitments (e.g., 23 


from the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission), increase system or unit reliability, address 24 


system obsolescence, or optimize station generation. Expenditures on major capital spares 25 


are also considered part of the capital project portfolio, due to their role in supporting system or 26 


unit reliability.1 27 


                                                 
1 A capital spare is a spare part that exceeds $200K per item, must consist of a complete assembly or major 


subassembly (i.e., cannot be a single part), and must be repairable. If not classified as a capital spare, the spare 
part would be included within the materials and supplies inventory (Ex. B1-1-1, Section 3.2.4).  
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The OPG Board of Directors approves the annual nuclear projects portfolio budget as part of 1 


OPG’s corporate business plan. The actual and forecast nuclear operations project portfolio 2 


spending (i.e., annual capital expenditures and project OM&A) and key drivers of the changes 3 


in the nuclear operations project portfolio expenditures over the 2016-2026 period are 4 


addressed in Ex. D2-1-2 and Ex. F2-3-1. 5 


 6 


In addition to the nuclear project portfolio, there are some additional capital and project-related 7 


OM&A expenditures in some years of the IR term: 8 


• Capital expenditures on Minor Fixed Assets (Ex. D2-1-2); 9 


• Capital and project-related OM&A expenditures on special, non-recurring projects outside 10 


of the project portfolio, referred to as “Non-portfolio projects” (Ex. D2-1-2 and Ex. F2-3-1); 11 


and, 12 


• Capitalization of Darlington new fuel for refurbished units (Ex. F2-5-1).  13 


 14 


3.0 NUCLEAR PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT PROCESSES 15 


3.1 Overview 16 


The nuclear project portfolio management processes consist of three main components: 17 


Project Identification and Prioritization (Section 3.2); Portfolio and Project Management 18 


(Section 3.3); and Commercial (Vendor) Management (Section 3.4).  19 


 20 


As part of continuous improvement, OPG has strengthened its project portfolio management 21 


process. Prior to 2018, OPG’s management of the nuclear project portfolio budget was 22 


administered by the Asset Investment Steering Committee (“AISC”). The AISC was 23 


responsible for both the process of reviewing newly identified projects, determining project 24 


prioritization and allocating portfolio funding to specific projects as well as the process of 25 


managing projects through the project’s lifecycle.   26 


 27 


In early 2018, OPG divided AISC’s accountabilities into two separate oversight committees:  28 


• Asset Management Oversight Committees (“AMOC”), focused on planning and prioritizing 29 


new investments; and,  30 
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• Project Management Oversight Committees (“PMOC”), focused on project execution and 1 


portfolio management.  2 


 3 


This change was implemented to further define accountabilities and provide better focus and 4 


expertise within the respective committees, thereby facilitating more efficient and effective 5 


asset management, investment planning and project management.  6 


 7 


There are site AMOCs and one Nuclear AMOC with the overall accountability for oversight of 8 


the entire Nuclear fleet. The site AMOCs are for: Darlington, Pickering, and Inspection & 9 


Reactor Innovation. The AMOCs’ role is to review and evaluate asset investment options 10 


during project identification and prioritization, as described in Section 3.2 below.   11 


 12 


There are also site PMOCs and one Nuclear PMOC with overall accountability for providing 13 


oversight of the delivery of the Nuclear Operations project portfolio. The PMOCs are for: 14 


Darlington, Pickering, and Inspection and Reactor Innovation. The PMOCs’ role is to provide 15 


oversight for each project through the project’s lifecycle, as described in Section 3.3.  16 


 17 


The function, scope, stakeholders, and interrelationship between AMOC and PMOC during the 18 


investment lifecycle are further outlined in Figure 1 below.  19 
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Figure 1 1 


Investment Lifecycle 2 


 3 
 4 


The asset management and investment planning process has been strengthened to assess 5 


and prioritize potential investments in a systematic manner, and oversight accountability has 6 


been aligned between the site AMOCs and the Nuclear AMOC depending on the level of the 7 


investment required. OPG’s updated asset management and investment planning process is 8 


designed to enable reliable operation, maintenance, and investment in assets efficiently and 9 


with an appropriate balance among cost and risk, as described in Section 3.2.2. 10 


 11 
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The Nuclear project portfolio management and execution process, as updated, manages 1 


projects through various phases. Following the Project Identification and Prioritization process 2 


(Section 3.2) there are fives phases in the life cycle of a nuclear project: Initiation, 3 


Development, Definition, Execution, and Closeout. An overview of the project lifecycle phases 4 


is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the interrelationship among the five phases, the phase 5 


gating process and the Business Case Summary (“BCS”) approval process. Descriptions of 6 


the various project phases in a project’s lifecycle are provided in Attachment 1.  7 


 8 


Under the updated Nuclear project portfolio management and execution process, all active 9 


projects moving through these five phases are monitored and controlled by the PMOC to 10 


ensure that periodic and systematic reviews are conducted before proceeding to the next 11 


phase. This control of a project’s progression through project phases is termed “phase-gating.” 12 


Based on the amount of assessment and engineering work that is completed at each phase of 13 


a project life cycle, the PMOC seeks to ensure that project scope, cost and schedule are 14 


defined, reviewed and approved prior to proceeding to the next project phase.  15 


 16 


Figure 2  17 


Project Life Cycle Phases and Gates 18 
  19 


 20 
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Details on the main components of OPG’s investment lifecycle process are discussed below. 1 


 2 


3.2 Project Identification and Prioritization 3 


In the identification stage, the objective is to identify and prioritize potential nuclear projects 4 


through an asset management and investment planning process. OPG’s current asset 5 


management and investment planning process overseen by AMOC consists of the following 6 


three steps: 7 


1. Identification of Investment Need – gather a list of asset investment options, which includes 8 


potential projects with start dates well into the future. 9 


2. Investment Options Assessment – analyze each asset investment option taking into 10 


consideration the balancing of risk and cost as well as the identification of preferred 11 


options. 12 


3. Project Selection and Prioritization – produce a prioritized list of candidate projects for 13 


inclusion in the business plan within unallocated capital and project OM&A, subject to the 14 


business planning approval process (see Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and 5b for current list). 15 


 16 


3.2.1 Identification of Investment Need 17 


Technical assessments of asset performance, health, obsolescence and current condition are 18 


performed on a periodic basis, including the development of system health reports, component 19 


condition assessments, plant inspections, life cycle management plans and periodic safety 20 


reviews. Based on these assessments, recommendations to adjust maintenance strategies 21 


and requests for capital/OM&A project funding needs are prepared. The technical 22 


assessments include reviews of overall asset reliability, current maintenance practices (e.g., 23 


preventive and corrective) and asset performance trends. For example, a technical 24 


assessment will consider an asset replacement relative to the base case of maintaining the 25 


asset through preventive and/or corrective maintenance alone. From these assessments, a 26 


need for an asset replacement may be identified for an investment option assessment.  27 
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3.2.2 Investment Options Assessment 1 


Investment options are prepared along with the supporting reliability considerations, cost 2 


forecast, and a risk assessment according to an OPG-defined value framework, as described 3 


below. 4 


 5 


The “Value Framework” provides a quantitative means to evaluate each asset investment 6 


option’s benefits and costs with reference to the option’s ability to mitigate key risks. In 7 


alignment with OPG’s business imperatives, seven risk areas have been identified within the 8 


Value Framework: 9 


• Safety Risks; 10 


• Regulatory Risks; 11 


• Lost Generation Risks; 12 


• Social License and Reputation Impact; 13 


• Environmental Risks; 14 


• Security Risks; 15 


• Financial Risk. 16 


 17 


The Value Framework requires the quantification of the value of each asset investment option 18 


based on the summation of all benefits and costs in the seven risk areas. This model is used to 19 


select preferred project options that have the highest net benefit to address a project need.  20 


 21 


3.2.3 Project Selection and Prioritization  22 


The asset investment options are reviewed by the appropriate site AMOC to evaluate the 23 


recommended options and alternatives, feasibility of options and risk assessment. Once 24 


reviewed, a selected option may be approved as a candidate project for inclusion in the 25 


business plan by the AMOC. In addition, all selected options greater than $20M that have been 26 


endorsed by a site AMOC are required to be reviewed from a fleet perspective by the Nuclear 27 


AMOC prior to inclusion in the business plan. 28 
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All selected asset investment options that have been endorsed by the appropriate AMOC 1 


undergo an annual prioritization process during business planning. These investments are 2 


prioritized within funding, resource and scheduling constraints with the goal of maximizing 3 


overall value based on the Value Framework. Throughout this investment prioritization 4 


process, assumptions, including project cost forecasts, are reviewed and may be revised as 5 


necessary. This allows for adjustments in an iterative process to better refine the project 6 


prioritization and maximize portfolio value.  7 


 8 


Following this process, a summary of prioritized candidate projects for inclusion in the 9 


business plan is reviewed for concurrence by the Nuclear AMOC. Upon Nuclear AMOC 10 


concurrence, a prioritized list of candidate projects is included in the business plan subject to 11 


the business planning approval process (see Ex. D2-1-3, Tables 5a and b for current list). 12 


 13 


3.3 Portfolio and Project Management  14 


Once a project has been approved through the AMOC and the business planning process, 15 


oversight of the project throughout its lifecycle is performed by the PMOC. This oversight 16 


includes: ensuring projects are executed within the approved timelines; overseeing project 17 


expenditures against plan to remain within funding constraints; and ensuring deviations from 18 


plan have documented lessons learned and corrective actions to prevent recurrence.  19 


 20 


3.3.1 Project Management and Execution  21 


As projects move through the Project Lifecycle, as shown in Figure 2, their planning, scope, 22 


engineering, procurement and execution strategies are further refined which advance the level 23 


of project definition; this process is referred to as phase-gating. The level of project definition 24 


determines the accuracy of project estimate.  Each time a project moves forward into a 25 


subsequent phase, a BCS must be approved, with the last stage being an execution BCS. The 26 


PMOC, executing its accountability in phase-gating, reviews all BCSs as presented by the 27 
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project manager and, if the PMOC supports the proposal, the BCS is routed for funding 1 


approval per the Organizational Authority Register.2 2 


  3 


For a project that is approved by PMOC to move from the definition phase to the execution 4 


phase requires substantial completion of detailed engineering, procurement and detailed 5 


construction/installation planning. This requirement ensures that total project cost estimates 6 


are based on the necessary level of definition and accuracy prior to execution. Generally, 7 


movement to the execution phase requires that a project have progressed to at least a Class 3 8 


estimate (as defined in the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (“AACE”) 9 


International estimate class and accuracy ranges (see Attachment 1)) in order for a full release 10 


or partial release execution phase BCS to be approved. After an execution phase BCS has 11 


been approved, the project is considered to have a committed total project cost.  Projects in the 12 


execution phase are still subject to known and unknown risks, which can result in cost and 13 


schedule variances.  14 


  15 


Throughout the project lifecycle there continues to be an interface between AMOC and PMOC, 16 


as shown in Figure 1 above, at both Site and Nuclear portfolio levels. 17 


 18 


After a project is complete, the new asset information is fed back to the Asset Management 19 


Program, described in section 3.2.1, which updates the asset attributes (e.g., asset reliability, 20 


risk). Subsequent system health reports, component condition assessments, life cycle 21 


management plans, and Investment Options Assessments will include new asset end-of-life 22 


targets and strategies based on this updated asset information.  23 


  24 


3.4 Commercial (Vendor) Management 25 


As presented in EB-2016-0152, OPG pursues various contracting strategies depending on the 26 


project. OPG’s approach in determining contracting strategies considers factors such as 27 


project cost estimates, unique risks or risks that can be effectively transferred, contactor 28 


capability/specialization and project complexity.  29 
                                                 
2 Ex. A2-2-1, Attachment 3 contains a description of OPG’s approval process for BCSs and the Organizational 


Authority Register. 
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Engineering, Procurement and Construction: OPG uses an Engineering, Procurement and 1 


Construction (“EPC”) contracting strategy. This model establishes a single point of 2 


accountability for the engineering, procurement and construction components of a designated 3 


portion of a project, while OPG maintains oversight. Consistent with implementing an EPC 4 


contracting strategy, OPG has Extended Services Master Services Agreements (“ESMSA”) 5 


with three vendors. Prior to implementing the EPC model, OPG’s project delivery organizations 6 


were the primary integrator, and relied upon different vendors or internal resources for each of 7 


the three components. Reliance upon a single vendor responsible for all three components 8 


generally results in increased predictability of cost and schedule by reducing delays or conflicts 9 


that may occur among vendors and/or OPG during handoffs along the three stages. An EPC 10 


contracting strategy also increases OPG’s project execution capabilities by reducing any 11 


potential impact from OPG resource constraints.  12 


 13 


Collaborative Front End Planning: OPG also employs a Collaborative Front End Planning 14 


(“CFEP”) program that allows early planning and estimating with the vendor during the 15 


definition phase of a project. This allows OPG to work with the vendor on 16 


construction/installation planning and estimating, while ensuring in-depth and real time 17 


oversight by OPG. Collaborative Front End Planning between the vendor and OPG ensures 18 


there is a common understanding of the project requirements and the proposed solutions to 19 


meet them.   20 


 21 


OPG will consider other contract strategies, which may separate the engineering, procurement 22 


and construction components. In some circumstances, OPG’s optimal strategy is to rely solely 23 


upon in-house resources and expertise for one or more of these three components. For 24 


example, rather than rely on an EPC vendor for procurement, OPG may conduct procurement 25 


internally to pursue strategic sourcing arrangements for economies of scale. Use of project 26 


specific agreements allows OPG to select a contractor best suited for specialized projects, 27 


optimize risk transfer, and leverage specific performance incentives related to the cost and 28 


schedule expectations.  29 
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3.5 Initiatives to Improve Project Management within OPG 1 


OPG continuously seeks to improve the performance of its project management function. 2 


These initiatives are categorized as either enterprise-wide (completed across all OPG 3 


businesses including Nuclear), or Nuclear portfolio initiatives. 4 


 5 


3.5.1 Enterprise-Wide Project Excellence Initiative 6 


The Enterprise-Wide Project Excellence Initiative expands upon OPG’s Nuclear Project 7 


Excellence Initiative3 to further enhance OPG’s project management and controls, incorporate 8 


industry best practices, and facilitate continuous improvement across all OPG business units. 9 


The initiative has four main components:  10 


1. Establishment of an Enterprise Projects Organization and further organizational 11 


realignment to facilitate greater cross functional collaboration; 12 


2. Standardized processes and tools that leverage and incorporate industry best practices;  13 


3. Enhanced project management proficiency; and  14 


4. Improved project portfolio management.  15 


 16 


Details on the improvement initiative are provided in the following sections.  17 


 18 


3.5.1.1 Enterprise Projects Organization 19 


In 2018, OPG established the Enterprise Projects Organization (“EPO”) led by the Chief 20 


Project Officer. The EPO has four primary responsibilities: 21 


1. Planning and executing large and complex strategic projects such as the DRP.  22 


2. Providing specialized, common and consistent project planning and controls, and 23 


commercial management resources needed to support project delivery. 24 


3. Supplying the processes, tools and project expertise necessary to consistently deliver 25 


successful projects throughout OPG. 26 


4. Assessing industry best practices on a continuous basis and optimizing them for 27 


application across the company using a scaled project delivery model.  28 


                                                 
3 OPG previously established a Project Excellence Initiative to implement consistent and streamlined project 


management practices for all projects executed in Nuclear (See EB-2016-0152, Ex. D2-1-1; Ex. L-4.4-15 
SEC-043). 
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The EPO leverages project controls and industry best practices in project management 1 


developed through the DRP to projects being executed across the organization. Prior to 2 


transitioning to the EPO, these responsibilities were performed by OPG’s Nuclear and 3 


Renewable Generation business units separately. 4 By creating the EPO and centralizing 4 


expertise and processes, OPG has enabled increased consistency and inter business-unit 5 


collaboration, strengthening staff proficiency, leveraging expertise, and implementing 6 


processes targeted at improving OPG’s project performance. 7 


   8 


In the second half of 2020, OPG implemented a major realignment of the organizational 9 


structure to facilitate greater cross-functional collaboration and synergies in preparation for 10 


post-Pickering operations.  As part of that realignment, major project execution groups from 11 


across the Nuclear and Renewable Generation business units have now been integrated into 12 


the EPO, which will further align and leverage organizational expertise for improved project 13 


management and execution performance. 14 


 15 


3.5.1.2 Standardized Processes and Tools 16 


The EPO issued an updated suite of nuclear project management processes and tools that 17 


came into effect in the first quarter of 2018. These updated processes and tools leverage and 18 


incorporate recognized industry best practices (e.g., those endorsed by the Project 19 


Management Institute, Construction Industry Institute, and AACE International) as well as the 20 


lessons from the planning and execution of the DRP in order to improve project management 21 


and controls across OPG. They also promote a consistent and streamlined application of 22 


project management, controls, and other project-related functions across the enterprise. 23 


                                                 
4 In 2017, OPG had established a Project Management Center of Excellence within Nuclear. 
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As part of the above changes, the phase-gating process was significantly enhanced and is now 1 


a central component of OPG’s project management processes throughout a project’s lifecycle. 2 


The introduction of thorough control check points (or gates) provides the PMOC with the 3 


opportunity to challenge project readiness before the project progresses to the next phase, or 4 


determine if a project should continue to be endorsed. Project readiness involves an 5 


assessment of project progress, risk and risk mitigation, and confirmation that the proposed 6 


scope, cost estimate and schedule for the project’s next phase are adequately planned and 7 


that the requested resources are reasonable. Phase-gating is managed through the PMOC 8 


process as discussed above in Section 3.3. 9 


 10 


Additionally, the EPO’s estimating of nuclear project cost and schedules was enhanced in 11 


2018 through the establishment of industry recommended estimating practices, including a 12 


dedicated estimating department, standardized estimating techniques, templates, checklists 13 


for preparation of project estimates, and by incorporating lessons learned from previous 14 


projects within and outside of OPG. Specialized estimating resources within the EPO perform 15 


and validate estimates for projects of high value and complexity. These estimating resources 16 


are engaged throughout the lifecycle of a project including in the project’s front-end 17 


identification and planning process and during project phase-gate reviews.  18 


 19 


Further enhancements were achieved in the first quarter of 2020 when a suite of enterprise 20 


project management processes and tools centered on the scaled project delivery model came 21 


into use. The purpose of a scaled project delivery model is to characterize all projects using a 22 


common project evaluation method, thus enabling an appropriate level of project management 23 


rigor and planning, commensurate with the value and complexity of the project. This approach 24 


ensures high cost and complex projects are given appropriate oversight, while avoiding the 25 


cost of excessive oversight being applied to simpler, lower complexity projects. These 26 


enhancements build on the existing process improvements that had been made previously 27 


within the Nuclear Projects organization (formerly Nuclear Projects and Modifications).  28 
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3.5.1.3 Project Management Proficiency  1 


OPG introduced a comprehensive project management training and development program in 2 


2017. The program’s scope covers project management, project controls, and contractor 3 


oversight and it provides training, experiential based learning and mentorship. One of the skills 4 


the program emphasizes is the ability to collaborate with and provide direction to vendors so 5 


that they deliver projects on budget and schedule. The program was established to ensure 6 


OPG has a proficient workforce capable of delivering projects over the near and long term. 7 


 8 


3.5.1.4 Project Portfolio Management 9 


Project portfolio management within the Project Excellence Initiative is focused on improving 10 


the delivery of the portfolio on budget and schedule by enhancing consideration of project 11 


interdependencies, and site and fleet priorities. 12 


 13 


Through the application of consistent project management processes and tools, OPG is 14 


enhancing the visibility of project and project portfolio performance. Standard enterprise 15 


project portfolio measures and reporting were established to address cost, schedule and risk 16 


management. This enhanced insight into the project portfolio is intended to enable OPG to 17 


consistently evaluate performance, identify common risks and lessons, and apply early 18 


corrective actions as required.  19 


 20 


3.5.2 Nuclear Portfolio Initiatives - Work Allocation 21 


In addition to the above enterprise-wide initiative, OPG has also undertaken initiatives to 22 


improve the performance of its Nuclear project management function.  23 


 24 


As first discussed in EB-2016-0152, Ex. D2-1-1, Section 3.2, OPG has entered into ESMSAs 25 


with three vendors for nuclear project work. By using an established set of terms and 26 


conditions, an ESMA eliminates the need to renegotiate standard terms and conditions each 27 


time a new work activity is to be undertaken. An ESMSA also shortens the procurement cycle 28 


for executing new EPCs or any combination of engineering, procurement or construction work. 29 


OPG continues to work collaboratively with its ESMSA vendors to optimize vendor capacity, 30 


capability and performance.  31 
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In 2018, following the OEB’s Decision and Order in EB-2016-0152, OPG refined its approach 1 


in awarding new work. This refined approach (“Work Allocation”) is a strategic programmatic 2 


method of awarding work to vendors based on capability, capacity and performance while 3 


considering efficiency gains based on similar/repetitive work and work location. The Work 4 


Allocation approach has allowed for early vendor engagement, enabling constructability 5 


reviews as part of the CFEP phase of a project. Cost management has also benefited from this 6 


approach through the use of collaborative estimating and risk management.  7 


 8 


4.0 PROJECT AND MODIFICATIONS AUDIT RESULTS AND OPG RESPONSE 9 


In 2019, KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) was engaged to conduct an independent audit of OPG's 10 


Nuclear Projects and Modifications ("P&M") organization (“KPMG Audit”). This was in 11 


response to OEB direction in EB-2016-0152 that OPG file an independent audit of its nuclear 12 


P&M organization, which would address adherence to best practices, measures and reporting 13 


regarding cost and schedule performance, and implementation of lessons learned.5  14 


 15 


The following provides an overview of the objectives and methodology of the KPMG Audit and a 16 


summary of its findings (Attachment 2). 17 


 18 


4.1 Objectives and Methodology of KPMG Audit 19 


The KPMG Audit had three objectives: 20 


1. To assess the alignment of P&M’s project management procedures to industry 21 


recommended practices.6 22 


2. To assess the implementation of P&M’s project management procedures on a 23 


representative sample of projects.  24 


3. To assess the effectiveness of P&M’s project management function with respect to its 25 


projects, including any mitigating controls in place on a representative sample of projects.  26 


                                                 
5 EB-2016-0152, OEB’s Decision and Order, p.19  
6 KPMG defines “best practices” by reference to industry recommended practices from Project Management 


Institute (“PMI”), the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (“AACE”), as well as its own internal 
and external subject matter expertise. 
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KPMG’s methodology consisted of six steps: 1) establish an Audit Framework; 2) develop 1 


rating criteria for the objectives; 3) select a representative sample of projects; 4) obtain and 2 


review project management procedures; 5) obtain and review project-specific documents to 3 


assess the implementation of P&M’s procedures; and 6) conduct interviews with P&M’s project 4 


management teams to assess the effectiveness of P&M’s project management function.  5 


 6 


KPMG identified 11 project management areas to be assessed relative to the three audit 7 


objectives.  Figure 3 below provides a summary of the 11 project management areas. 8 


 9 


Figure 3 10 
 11 


 12 
 13 


A complete presentation of KPMG’s six step methodology is set out in Section 2.0 of 14 


Attachment 2.  15 


No. Area Brief description of the Objective of the Area


1 Governance Lifecycle of the projects and the stage-gate process.


2 Scope management Scope management plan and its definition, controlling and validation processes.


3 Cost and estimating management Cost management plan and its estimating and controlling processes. 


4 Schedule management Schedule management plan and its development (including activity definition, 
relationship and duration) and controlling processes.


5 Change management Change management plan and its identification, review, approval and 
implementation processes.


6 Contract management Contract management plan and its award, administration and closure processes. 


7 Procurement management Procurement management execution and controlling processes.


8 Quality management Quality management plan and its management and controlling.


9 Risk management Risk management plan and its identification, assessment and monitoring 
processes, and how the response is planned and implemented. 


10 Reporting Reporting structure including the information and intended audience of the 
reports. 


11 Lessons learned Lessons learned plan and its collection, storage, and implementation processes. 
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4.2 Summary of KPMG Audit Results 1 


KPMG’s Audit noted that, based on the projects sampled, P&M effectively managed the projects in 2 


all material respects in all 11 areas, and that, overall, P&M’s project function effectiveness is 3 


consistent with industry recommended practice.  4 


 5 


Figure 4.0 below presents a summary of the KPMG Audit results.  6 


 7 


Figure 4.0 8 
 9 


 10 
 11 
The KPMG Audit included a single audit finding relative to one component of Schedule 12 


Management that represented a low to moderate-level risk.  As of January 2020, the issue 13 


raised in the audit finding has been fully addressed by OPG.  KPMG also provided some 14 


observations for further enhancement of OPG project management. A number of these 15 


enhancements were previously identified and addressed by OPG during the roll-out of the 16 


Enterprise-Wide Project Excellence Initiative. OPG is considering the remaining observations 17 


as part of continuous improvement.  18 


No. Areas within the Audit Framework Objective 1 – 
Procedures


Objective 2 – 
Implementation


Objective 3 – 
Effectiveness


1 Governance Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


2 Scope management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


3 Cost and estimating management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


4 Schedule management  Aligned Partially Implemented Effective


5 Change management  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


6 Contract management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


7 Procurement management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


8 Quality management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


9 Risk management Fully aligned Fully Implemented Effective


10 Reporting Fully aligned Implemented Effective


11 Lessons learned  Aligned Fully Implemented Effective


Results
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